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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In the video presentation above, Dr. Peter McCullough, a highly credentialed and published

cardiologist, internist and epidemiologist, and one of the primary physicians leading the charge to

provide commonsense clinical wisdom into COVID treatments, explains what the SARS-CoV-2 spike

protein is and how it harms human biology — whether it comes from a natural SARS-CoV-2 infection

or a COVID jab.

The presentation was given at the Burleson, Texas, COVID Symposium: A Legal Perspective, which

streamed live December 3, 2021. He begins by addressing the necessity for safety whenever a new

biologic product is launched. Safety is not something we can simply ignore, no matter what else is

at stake. We must demand that whatever we’re given actually meets some kind of safety standard.

Warning bells started ringing in McCullough’s ears in the summer of 2020, long before the COVID

shots were rolled out. “I was telling lawmakers that we’ve got a problem,” McCullough says,

because corners were being cut that might result in a dangerous product. Safety studies, for

example, were truncated down to a mere two months, which doesn’t allow for adequate evaluation.

Why Did They Use Spike Protein?

He also had several other concerns about the development program. Notably, the shots were based

on the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, which by then we already realized is the most pathogenic part of

the virus, responsible for the worst symptoms of COVID-19, such as the abnormal blood clotting

seen in severely ill patients.

As explained by McCullough, the virus can be illustrated as a ball with spike-like protrusions on its

surface. Those spikes are what’s causing the problems.

“They had been genetically altered and engineered in a lab in Wuhan, China” McCullough

says, “to be particularly infectious, and to be particularly dangerous when they get into the

human body.

The last thing you want in your body is one of those [spike proteins], let alone billions of

them because [they] damage the brain, they damage the heart, they damage bone marrow,

they can tear up platelets and red blood cells. Very importantly, they damage blood vessels

and cause blood clotting.”

PZzer’s and Moderna’s mRNA shots, and Janssen’s vector DNA shot, all inject genetic material into

your body that programs your cells to start producing the spike protein. They’re gene transfer

technologies.

In short, the shots instruct your body to produce a dangerous protein inside its own tissues. “We’ve

never done that before in the history of medicine,” McCullough says, and for good reason: It’s a bad

idea. “It’s almost like a science Zction story going bad,” he says.

The idea is that by making your body produce this damaging spike protein, your body will react and

Zght it off, thereby creating immunity. However, in the process, the spike protein can do near-

incomprehensible damage. In some people, the spike protein is lethal.

Uncontrolled Spike Protein Production

What’s more, we have uncontrolled production of spike protein, both in terms of quantity and time.

The May 2021 paper,  “Circulating SARS-CoV-2 Vaccine Antigen Detected in the Plasma of mRNA-

1273 Vaccine Recipients,” proved the spike protein circulated in the blood stream for an average of

15 days’ post-injection. The longest was 29 days.

This refuted the claim that the mRNA simply stayed in the arm and didn’t circulate out of the

injection site. Logically, that claim doesn’t make much sense, and the Japanese government, early

on, demanded PZzer do a study to show them where the injected mRNA actually goes.

PZzer did that biodistribution study,  which showed both the mRNA and spike protein were widely

distributed in animals’ bodies. In particular, it was found to accumulate in the ovaries. Despite that,

the PZzer biodistribution data package reveals reproductive toxicology studies were eliminated in

the interest of speed.

June 25, 2021, a paper was posted on the preprint server BioRxiv, showing the S1 portion of the

spike protein remains detectable for up to 15 months after you recover from COVID-19.

“No wonder people have long-COVID syndrome,” McCullough says. “The body is trying to

clean out this spike protein that’s not supposed to be there, 15 months after you’ve had the

infection.”

McCullough points out that Bruce Patterson, the Stanford scientist who led that study, also

continues to Znd the whole spike protein — both the S1 and S2 segments — in patients who got the

COVID jab, months post-injection.

So, as of right now, we don’t know when the spike protein production ceases. What we do know,

with great certainty, is that the spike protein damages the human body and contributes to both

acute and chronic health conditions and diseases.

Australia has already purchased 14 doses of the COVID jabs for every person. This is meant to

cover them for seven years, at one dose every six months. As noted by McCullough, some people

simply aren’t going to survive that kind of continuous and ever-increasing onslaught of spike

protein.

Urgent Questions on Vaccine Safety

Clear danger signals were apparent in April 2021, and May 24, 2021, McCullough published a paper

along with 56 other international scientists in the journal Authorea.

The paper, “SARS-CoV-2 Mass Vaccination: Urgent Questions on Vaccine Safety that Demand

Answers from International Health Agencies, Regulatory Authorities, Governments and Vaccine

Developers,” demanded the injections be pulled from the market unless or until safety concerns are

addressed. Key clinical concerns raised include:

The potentially hazardous mechanisms of action of the shots resulting in cell, tissue and organ

damage

The presence of harmful spike protein in donated blood

Lack of genotoxicity, teratogenicity and oncogenicity studies

The effects of bioaccumulation in women’s ovaries

The potential for reduced fertility

The lack of a data and safety monitoring board (DSMB) to oversee clinical trials and post-

market surveillance

The lack of human ethics committee to oversee clinical trials

The lack of restrictions on exempted groups from randomized controlled trials (RCTs) such as

pregnant women, women of childbearing potential, COVID survivors (previously immune)

The lack of risk stratiZcation for hospitalization and death in the clinical trials

The lack of data transparency

The lack of public risk mitigation (early and at-home treatment options)

The paper was sent to every health and regulatory agency in the world. Here we are in early 2022

and, well, you can see what the response was. It’s been nonexistent.

A Critical Appraisal of VAERS

In October 2021, Jessica Rose, Ph.D., with the Institute for Pure and Applied Knowledge in Israel,

published a report in the Science, Public Health Policy, and the Law journal.  The report, “Critical

Appraisal of VAERS Pharmacovigilance: Is the US Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System

(VAERS) a Functioning Pharmacovigilance System?” details three primary problems found:

1. Deleted adverse event reports involving COVID jab injuries

2. Delayed entry of reports

3. Recoding of Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MeDRA) terms from severe to mild

It also includes bar plots showing the extreme difference between the COVID shots compared to all

other vaccines on the market. If the shots were safe, the number of VAERS reports would remain

relatively steady, not varying much from previous years, but what we see is a staggering spike in

vaccine injuries reported in 2021.

The average number of adverse event reports following vaccination for the past 10 years has been

about 39,000 annually, with an average of 155 deaths. That’s for all available vaccines combined.

The COVID jabs alone now account for 701,126 adverse events in U.S. territories as of December

17, 2021, including 9,476 deaths. If you include international reports that make their way into the

VAERS system, we’re looking at 983,756 adverse event reports and 20,622 deaths.

As staggering as these numbers are, they are just the tip of the iceberg. When you add in the

underreporting factor, which is believed to be anywhere from Zve to 40, the numbers are simply

astronomical.

VAERS is an early warning system and is supposed to alert our government to potentially

hazardous vaccines once they’ve been rolled out. The signal from VAERS is so clear there’s simply

no doubt we have a safety problem on our hands.

Can COVID Shots Cause Death?

As noted by McCullough, there’s a very tight temporality to the shots in most deaths. Half have

occurred within 48 hours of injection, and 80% have died within one week of their jab (be it the Zrst,

second or third dose).

Temporality is one of the 10 Bradford Hill criteria used to establish causal relationship. In order to

be causative, one event must occur before another, and the shorter the duration between the two

events, the higher the likelihood of a causative effect.

In June 2021, Scott McLachlan, Ph.D., at the University of London published an analysis  of VAERS

death reports concluding that 86% of post-jab deaths could be attributed to the shots. There was

no other explanation for the deaths. McLachlan also looked at who’s getting killed by the shots and,

sadly, it’s the same people the shots are intended to protect — our seniors.

In September 2021, Ronald Kostoff, Ph.D., published a report  that also showed seniors were dying

from the jab at far higher rates than other age groups. As noted by McCullough, this makes perfect

sense because people die from COVID-19 due to the impact of the spike protein. Why would anyone

assume they will survive having it produced in their own bodies?

Using the best-case scenario cost-beneZt analysis, Kostoff estimates that people aged 65 and

older are Zve times more likely to die of the COVID shot than from COVID-19 itself.

The reason for this is because if you take the shot, you’re guaranteed to be exposed to its risks, but

you’re not guaranteed to get COVID-19 if you don’t take the shot. You may be exposed, or you may

not. And not everyone develops a severe infection even when directly exposed.

COVID Jab-Associated Myocarditis in Children

In early September 2021, Tracy Beth Hoeg and colleagues posted an analysis  of VAERS data on

the preprint server medRxiv, showing that more than 86% of the children aged 12 to 17 who

reported symptoms of myocarditis were severe enough to require hospitalization.

They also concluded that healthy boys have a “considerably higher” chance of being hospitalized

with myocarditis post-jab than they are of requiring hospitalization for COVID-19.

According to McCullough, the FDA has heard these data twice in 2021 and never disputed them. Yet

they’ve proceeded with recommendations to give the COVID jab to anyone with a pulse over the age

of 5. It’s just shocking. Historically, as a rule, we’ve never given drugs to people when they’re more

likely to harm than provide a beneZt.

What Hoeg et. al.  showed is that cases of myocarditis explode after the second shot, and

disproportionally affect boys. A full 90% of post-jab myocarditis reports are males, and 85% of

reports occurred after the second dose. According to Hoeg et. al.:

“The estimated incidence of CAEs [cardiac adverse events] among boys aged 12-15 years

following the second dose was 162 per million; the incidence among boys aged 16-17

years was 94 per million. The estimated incidence of CAEs among girls was 13 per million

in both age groups.

The incidence of CAEs was considerably lower after the Srst dose across all age and sex

groups. Median peak troponin was 5.2 ng/mL among boys aged 12-15 years, 11.6 ng/mL

among boys aged 16-17 years, 0.8 ng/mL among girls aged 12-15 years, and 7.3 ng/mL

among girls aged 16-17 years.”

Troponin Levels Reveal Massive Heart Damage

Troponin is a protein that helps regulate contractions of your heart and skeletal muscles. It’s a

biomarker for heart damage, as your heart releases troponin in response to an injury. Elevated

troponin is used to assess whether you’ve had a heart attack, for example.

Normal troponin levels are nearly undetectable, so even small increases can indicate heart damage.

A level above 0.4 ng/mL is typically indicative of a heart attack and anything between 0.04 ng/mL

and 0.4 ng/mL indicates there’s some kind of problem with the heart.

So, the sky high post-jab troponin levels in these adolescent boys is anything but inconsequential. It

can absolutely be life-threatening. Myocarditis can result in sudden death, as illustrated in an

October 2021 case report  from Korea, where the death of a 22-year-old man from acute

myocarditis was causally linked to the PZzer shot.

“Without a doubt, it will kill kids,” McCullough says. Even if not acutely lethal, myocarditis can

signiZcantly lower your life expectancy. Historically, the three- to Zve-year survival rate for

myocarditis has ranged from 56% to 83%.  That means a certain percentage don’t make it past Zve

years because their heart is too damaged.

McCullough and Rose have also tried to publish an analysis on this topic. They submitted a paper

on myocarditis cases in VAERS following the COVID jabs to the journal Current Problems in

Cardiology. But after initially accepting the paper, the journal suddenly changed its mind.

You can still :nd the pre-proof on Rose’s website though. What they show is that post-jab

myocarditis is inversely correlated to age, so the risk gets higher the younger you are. They too

found there’s a dose-dependent risk, with boys having a six-fold greater risk of myocarditis

following the second dose.

Mortality in Adolescents Is Skyrocketing

McCullough’s assertion that the shot will kill some children is also starting to show in statistics.

British data, for example, shows deaths among teenagers have spiked since that age group became

eligible for the COVID shots.

Between the week ending June 26 and the week ending September 18, 2020, 148 deaths were

reported among 15- to 19-year-olds. During that same time period in 2021, 217 deaths occurred in

that age group. That’s an increase of 47%, which has yet to be explained.

Deaths from COVID-19 also went up among 15- to 19-year-olds after the shots were rolled out.

SigniZcant concerns have been raised about the possibility that COVID jabs might worsen COVID-

19 disease via antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE).  Is that what’s going on here? As reported

by The Exposé, which conducted the investigation:

“Correlation does not equal causation, but it is extremely concerning to see that deaths

have increased by 47% among teens over the age of 15, and COVID-19 deaths have also

increased among this age group since they started receiving the COVID-19 vaccine, and it

is perhaps one coincidence too far.”

COVID Jabs Double Risk of Acute Coronary Syndrome

Aside from troponin levels, researchers have also found PZzer and Moderna mRNA COVID-19 shots

dramatically increase other biomarkers associated with thrombosis, cardiomyopathy and other

vascular events following injection.

People who had received two doses of the mRNA jab more than doubled their Zve-year risk of acute

coronary syndrome (ACS), the researchers found, driving it from an average of 11% to 25%. ACS is

an umbrella term that includes not only heart attacks, but also a range of other conditions involving

abruptly reduced blood mow to your heart.

In Months, the Jabs’ Effectiveness Wanes to Zero

As should be evident by now, there are signiZcant risks to these COVID shots. But what about the

beneZt side of the equation? As noted by McCullough, while the shots reduce the risk of death from

COVID-19, the beneZt is vanishingly small.

A number of papers have been published calculating the absolute risk reduction of the shots,

showing the four available COVID jabs in the U.S. provide an absolute risk reduction between just

0.7% and 1.3%.

McCullough goes on to cite a December 1, 2021, New England Journal of Medicine study  that

compared the effectiveness of PZzer’s and Moderna’s injections among hospitalized veterans. Here

too, they found that the shots had an effectiveness of less than 1% against all COVID-19 events,

over the course of six months.

As of the end of October 2021, we had 22 studies showing the shots’ encacy against all variants

rapidly wane over the course of three to six months, eventually hitting zero.

For example, a Swedish study  published October 25, 2021, looked at data from 842,974 pairs,

where each person who had received two COVID jabs was paired and compared against an

unvaccinated individual, to see if the vaccinated had fewer symptomatic cases and

hospitalizations.

Early on, the double-jabbed appeared to have decent protection, but that quickly changed. The

PZzer jab went from 92% effectiveness at Day 15 through 30, to 47% at Day 121 through 180, and

zero from Day 201 onward. The Moderna shot had a similar trajectory, being estimated at 59% from

Day 181 onward.

“ Vaccines aren’t viable if they can’t last a year!
The minimum criteria to accept a vaccine ... is 50%
coverage and it must last one year. These [COVID
shots] aren’t cutting it. ~ Dr. Peter McCullough”

The AstraZeneca injection had a lower effectiveness out of the gate, waned faster than the mRNA

shots, and had no detectable effectiveness as of Day 121. All the while, millions of Americans have

already had COVID  and have natural immunity that doesn’t wane in this manner.

“Vaccines aren’t viable if they can’t last a year!” McCullough exclaims. “The minimum

criteria to accept a vaccine ... is 50% coverage and it must last one year. These [COVID

shots] aren’t cutting it. None of them are viable to be commercial products.”

The COVID-Jabbed Are Just as Infectious as the Unvaccinated

COVID jab mandates are even more irrational when you take into account the fact that they don’t

prevent you from being infected, and studies have repeatedly shown that when you are infected,

you have the same or higher viral load as unvaccinated individuals. What that means is you’re just

as infectious as an unvaccinated person.

What’s more, as noted in a letter  to the editor of The New England Journal of Medicine, the shots

also have only minor inmuence on viral clearance. If you get the COVID shot and come down with

COVID, you might be sick for a day or so less than someone who is unvaccinated.

We Must Treat COVID Patients Early

McCullough closes out his presentation going over the all-important issue of early treatment. You

need to treat COVID early and aggressively. You also need to hit it from multiple sides. No single

drug can effectively treat all aspects of this infection (although the Omicron variant does not

appear to have any of the blood clotting and low oxygen issues associated with the earliest

strains).

Very few people need die from COVID as long as they get appropriate treatment early enough. The

fact that our health authorities are to this day refusing to acknowledge successful treatment

protocols is nothing short of a crime.

If you want to live, and if you want your family and friends to live, you’d be wise to ignore the CDC’s

and FDA’s recommendation to wait until you can’t breathe and then go to the hospital, where they’ll

give you toxic remdesivir and lethal ventilation. Instead, arm yourself with one or more early

treatment protocols and make sure you have the basics in your medicine cabinet. Protocols you can

use include:

The Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance's (FLCCC's) prevention and early at-home

treatment protocol. They also have an in-hospital protocol and long-term management

guidance for long-haul COVID-19 syndrome. You can Znd a listing of doctors who can

prescribe ivermectin and other necessary medicines on the FLCCC website

The AAPS protocol

Tess Laurie's World Council for Health protocol

America's Frontline Doctors

I reviewed all of these protocols and believe the FLCCC’s is the easiest and most effective. I’ve

posted a summary of it below. However, I’ve altered some of the recommendations. SpeciZcally, I

recommend:

Decreasing zinc dose from 100 mg to 50 mg elemental zinc, but only for three days, then

decrease to 15 mg elemental zinc.

Increasing quercetin from 250 mg to 500 mg.

Add NAC to 500 mg per day.

When using vitamin C, I recommend liposomal vitamin C, 1,000 to 2,000 mg, four to six times

per day.

When using honey, make sure it’s raw, not normal honey from the grocery store. Raw honey can

be obtained online or at a health food store.

Add Zbrinolytic enzymes like lumbrokinase, serrapeptidase or nattokinase, two to four tablets,

two to three times a day, on an empty stomach (one hour before or two hours after a meal). This

will help break down any microclots and can be used in lieu of aspirin.

I’ve also added a couple of therapies that they have yet to include:

Nebulized hydrogen peroxide — Nebulize 5 ml of 0.1% peroxide dissolved in 0.9% normal saline

every hour or two. It’s best to use a nebulizer that plugs into the wall, as these are more

effective than battery operated ones.

Intravenous ozone administered by a trained ozone physician.

As most of you know, I've been forced to remove 25 years of free health information from my

website under threats of the technocratic elite.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Znally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years.

My daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before anywhere else.

After 48 hours the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack. To view any

missed content, a private membership is available for a very minimal amount with a portion of

proceeds going toward our health partners who are helping in the Zght to protect our freedom of

speech and your right to take control of your health.
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I agree that this vaccine is unsafe as I lost my husband after he took this toxic jab.  His Dr. told him it is safe and now he is dead.  They

said it was from natural causes, which is to be expected, they have been programmed to rubber-stamp any and all deaths of vaccinated

persons that way.  It seems to me that there is a culling happening via this vaccine push.  To say it is a shame and a disgrace does not

matter to those that are behind this mess, they have no shame and take disgrace as nectar.
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What You Need to Know About the COVID Shot, and More
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

The COVID shots are based on the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, which is the most pathogenic part of the virus, responsible for the worst

symptoms of COVID-19, such as the abnormal blood clotting seen in severely ill patients

)

PZzer’s and Moderna’s mRNA shots, and Janssen’s vector DNA shot, all inject genetic material into your body that program your cells to start

producing this spike protein. They’re gene transfer technologies that instruct your body to produce a dangerous protein inside its own

tissues

)

A PZzer biodistribution study showed both the mRNA and spike protein is widely distributed in the body. In particular, it accumulates in the

ovaries. Despite that, reproductive toxicology studies were eliminated in the interest of speed

)

The average number of adverse event reports following vaccination for the past 10 years has been about 39,000 annually for all vaccines

combined, with an average of 155 deaths. The COVID jabs alone now account for 701,126 adverse events in U.S. territories as of December

17, 2021, including 9,476 deaths

)

Cases of myocarditis explode after the second shot, and disproportionally affect boys; 90% of post-jab myocarditis reports are males, and

85% of reports occurred after the second dose. Cases are also inversely correlated to age, with younger boys being at greater risk. The

estimated incidence for post-jab cardiac adverse events is 162 per million for boys aged 12 through 15, and 94 per million for boys aged 16

to 17

)
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Garden - these so called doctors all should be forced to have a middle name of "Mengele" - my condolences on the loss of your

husband by Pharma agents that masquerade as "doctors"
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I'm so sad for you that you lost your husband over this nonsense. I would FIRE YOUR DOCTOR now, if you haven't done it already.

 Now SCOTUS screwed the whole country one more time.
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Very sad, Gardenbear, losing a husband because of the ambition for power and proZts of the globalist elites who are promoting

this genetic weapon they call "vaccine". The testimonies of the deadly and psychological damage of the "vaccines" for the Whuan

coronavirus are terrifying. A dramatic testimony about the poison of genetic weapons falsely called "vaccines". Michael, a longtime

resident of Gilroy, passed away on November 1, 2021. I have never met a kinder and more gracious man than my husband,

Michael. Mike insisted that people know what happened to him and caused his untimely and unexpected death. Message from

Mike: “Many nurses and non-nursing staff begged my wife and I to give the truth to the public about Covid-19 vaccines because

the truth of vaccine deaths was hidden within the medical profession. I promised I would get the message across. So here is my

message: I was afraid to get the vaccine for fear of dying. At the insistence of my doctor, I gave in to the pressure to get

vaccinated. On August 17, I received the Moderna vaccine and began to feel unwell three days later. I never recovered, but it kept

getting worse.

I developed multisystem inmammation and multisystem failure that the medical professionals were unable to stop. My muscles

disappeared as if to disintegrate. I was in the ICU for several weeks and was stabbed with needles up to 24 times a day for those

weeks, while receiving 6 or 7 IVs at the same time (continuously). It was a constant torture that I cannot describe. I was no longer

treated as a human being with feelings and a life. I was nothing more than a human guinea pig from the covid vaccine and the

doctors were excited to participate in my fascinating progression towards death. If you want to know more, ask my wife. I wish I

had never been vaccinated. If you're not vaccinated, don't do it unless you're ready to suffer and die."

www.legacy.com/obituaries/name/michael-granata-obituary?pid=200579350&..
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sorry for your loss. The body count continues to grow. Stan; I'm sure you know the song...it's one of my favorites:

www.youtube.com/watch
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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My condolences to you and your's, "Gardenbear"
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They have been lying to us forever. The truth lies in you. The media is toxic. www.bitchute.com/.../17nypWABfsmu
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BiomedMom1
Joined On 8/30/2012 7:19:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm so sorry for your loss.  My best friend lost her 29 year old son to the jab.  It's criminal what's taking place.
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gardenbear- So sorry for your loss- Here is a song that is quite sad but at the same time very consoling. I Zrst heard it on Magnum

P.I. Keep some tissues nearby. www.youtube.com/watch
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My condolences for your loss.  Much love.  I hope telling others can save some of them from the same horriZc fate.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ALL of the evil satin worshipers behind this mass genocide will be held accountable including ANY doctors or anyone else that

injected people. Nuremberg 2.0 will have to take place and ALL convicted will be executed. Worldwide 1776 coming.
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gardenbear-I’m soooo sorry you lost your husband to this evil and tyrannical depopulation program. This is happening so often

and it’s “swept under the rug”. I hope you live to see they day these evil people are punished for their crimes against humanity.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy - saw George Benson live with Ella Fitzgerald in a tiny Manhattan club - fantastic!
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SeeTheAllSeeingEye
Joined On 7/28/2014 6:01:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gardenbear, my deepest heartfelt sympathies for your devastating loss. My sister lost her perfectly healthy 25 year old son, found

on the kitchen moor 2 days after taking his "job required" toxic jab. The loss is beyond words.     ----------------------------------              

TO ALL MEMBERS------   coincidentally or perhaps ironically his name was Brandon.  She says the current regime MUST be

stopped.     All the lies must stop. the mandates must be stopped.               Let's go Brandon       www.youtube.com/watch
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gardenbear my heart goes out to you.  I'm so very very sorry... it is a complete disgrace what is going on.  I'm embarrassed for our

country, for our leaders for not upholding the constitution of the United States of America and I'm ashamed of people like Fauci

and Gates who think human lives aren't worthy of proper science.  It's a complete travesty.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am soooo sorry for your loss.  I don't know how you can handle it .  .  .
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My deepest condolences for your loss Gardenbear.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My condolences Garndenbear. Most of the covid-19 jab deaths have been tagged as Covid-19 deaths! It is criminal! Have no

shame for your husband's death! He trusted the system that I gave up on 30 years ago. By God, we are supposed to trust everyone,

especially our leaders. Your husband is in a better place and he is waiting for you.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The serious dangers of vaccines and the drastically declining encacy rates of “vaccines” shows, once again, how useless vaccine

mandates, passports, and other requirements are if the goal is to “prevent the spread.” The effectiveness of vaccines in some age groups

from the third dose is now negative, since all age groups over 18 years are negative again. This means that the vaccinated are more likely

to become infected than the unvaccinated. www.lifesitenews.com/news/uk-govt-data-suggests-the-vaccinated-are-mor..  (01/10/22) The

Darpa Docs We Haven't Seen: Documents - Covid is Purposefully Engineered Bioweapon

www.brighteon.com/a61a46fa-0481-4b14-8b5d-af662aae39a2  (01/11/22)

Cory Zue, an “MIT-educated, well-meaning, rational (hopefully), Massachusetts-born, Democrat who works in public health” explains why

he didn't get the COVID vaccine, and why it isn't okay to live in a world in which medical procedures can be forced on people without an

impenetrable foundation of evidence to support them. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cory-zue-coming-clean-stand-agains..

 (01/13/22) Dr. Pierre Kory, founder and president of the FLCCC, on CHD.TV's "Doctors and Scientists," revealed why proZtable and

successful therapies are being censored and asked why the CDC refuses to release critical data . described his frustration with the

crackdown on “good science” about repurposing low-cost drugs, like ivermectin, to treat COVID patients, the importance of early

treatment for COVID, and how Dr. Anthony Fauci and Big Pharma they suppressed information and science about treatment options. He

also criticized what he called "meaningless" mass vaccination and censorship of ethical medical practices.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-tv-braian-hooker-pierre-kory-m..  (01/14/22)
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For decades, vaccines have wreaked havoc on children's health. Ignoring the 99.995% survival rate of COVID for those under the

age of 17, we now have the GMO “vaccine” poison against children. Schools are evaluating COVID vaccination mandates for

children up to 5 years old, the former PZzer executive warns that the injections “are toxic by design” and it seems obvious that

“criminal acts are being committed.” Adverse events from vaccines for children ages 5 to 11 feature the "scary" vaccine reactions

that adolescents do, including blood clots, strokes and other brain and heart problems previously almost unknown in young

people. The good news: 17 states – Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Montana, New

Hampshire, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, and Utah – have enacted laws or issued orders

executive orders prohibiting COVID-19 vaccination mandates for students.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/schools-should-not-mandate-covid-v..  (01/13/22)

New Study Debunks COVID Shots For Kids Finds Not Even One Healthy German Child Died From Virus

greatgameindia.com/study-debunks-covid-shots-kids  (12/07/21) Myocarditis Tops List of COVID Vaccine Injuries Among 12- to

17-Year-Olds, VAERS Data Show childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaers-cdc-myocarditis-tops-list-co..  (01/14/22) Former

PZzer employee and whistleblower Karen Kingston told Matrixxx Grooove hosts Jeffrey Pedersen and Shannon Townsend that the

Wuhan coronavirus vaccine is a biological weapon that is harming children around the world. With the data shown, the concept of

mass vaccination, which is supposed to protect other people and society, is harming children and causing a higher risk of death.

www.brighteon.com/c4ec6f5d-42d9-4440-b87b-fdafb138c887  (12/21/2021)
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

you covered a lot of ground in your post Gui - thank you - these brigands are hell bent on destroying Manknd
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, Gui. They told us: "Two weeks to matten the curve". They lied! They told us that the nanobot shot would "protect" us. They lied!

They told us that idiotic masks would "protect" us. They lied! They told us that the PCR tests were accurate and would tell us

whether or not we had "covid". They lied! They told us that the only way to "herd immunity", is through "vaccination". They lie! They

tell us that no one has died from the nanobot shot. They lie! They tell us that this is a "pandemic" of the "unvaccinated". They lie! Is

there any need to go further? Of course; there are many more lies; but I think this list demonstrates the pattern quite well.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Gui, Not almost like a science Zction story going bad, because it's a really bad reality. Run of the mill vaccines are like a major

dump Zre for some people, the Jab/s are like a full China Syndrome Nuke meltdown. Any Gain of Function plaything is "purposely

to be particularly infectious, & to be particularly dangerous when they get into the human body." "The last thing you want in your

body is one of those [spike proteins], let alone billions of them because [they] damage the brain, they damage the heart, they

damage bone marrow, they can tear up platelets & red blood cells. Very importantly, they damage blood vessels & cause blood

clotting.”

 Having reviewed all this here's the crust of the biscuit... "McLachlan also looked at who’s getting killed by the shots &, sadly, it’s the

same people the shots are intended to protect — our seniors." Sorry, no, how can it be possible the Jab/s were intended to protect

seniors? In the West populations the seniors having followed the "health" advice of Rockefeller/Gates/Fauci & all the heads of

"health" institutions who run operations like Fauci, Seniors in general are obese, have pre - if not full-on Type-2 Diabetes, along with

poor circulation, heart disease, followed by Spectors of Cancer, Alzheimer's, & Autoimmune disease of all types.

How can there be a shred of doubt this devastation was not intentional? Studies cut short, special immunity on top of already too

generous protection from liabilities given to run of the mill Vaccines, guarantees to buy the Jab/s? Why would anyone with any

sense of decency target a population with bad circulation to give them something destroying what little they may have had left?

The proof this is all unnecessary is being seen all over the globe as other nations are dropping this double whammy disease

devastation by going back to what has been practiced forever. Quarantine the sick, protect the elderly, Znd then practice early

intervention by exploring what works in the Zeld.
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Randy, They told us: "Two weeks to matten the curve". They lied! And now Doc has been proven right! They told us that the nanobot

shot would "protect" us. They lied! And now Doc has been proven right! They told us that idiotic masks would "protect" us. They

lied! And now Doc has been proven right! They told us that the PCR tests were accurate and would tell us whether or not we had

"covid". They lied! And now Doc has been proven right! They told us that the only way to "herd immunity", is through "vaccination".

They lie! And now Doc has been proven right! They tell us that no one has died from the nanobot shot. They lie! And now Doc has

been proven right! They tell us that this is a "pandemic" of the "unvaccinated". They lie! And now Doc has been proven right! Not a

bad track record for someone Fauci & the Rockefeller/Gates Medical MaZa calls a quack. Do they get de-platformed? Who is

peddling disinformation?
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So true Gui! Friends of ours who were babysitting for their very young grandchildren while the vaxxed and boosted parents went

out of the country on vacation. Coming home they both tested positive and had to quarantine there for another 5 days. They all

believed in the safety and encacy of this poison so I bet this little scenario hasn’t changed their minds.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Gui, Steve, Randy, Siggy, Stan and everyone, ARE we Racheting up to next level yet?  Usually don't have time to go down many

rabbit holes; however, while checking the Stew Peters - Karen Kingston link Gui posted, below were several interesting comments,

including one saying "its worse than we can even imagine" or similar. Of course I followed that one! Here's the posted link to a

substack article from Jan 9, 2022, nearly choked on my late

breakfast...emeralddb3.substack.com/p/project-veritas-conZrms-my-reporting  - outlining how now-apparent US govt agencies'

conmicts of interest ARE ENORMOUS.

Here's my contribution to today: Eric Clapton, one of my fav's, concert was at the Budokan in Japan(?) -

https://youtu.be/kntzQiaFzOQ  

Add'l - suspect this was the reason behind Dr. Fauci telling Dr Rand Paul that he did not know what he was talking about. Just a

little twist in Senate gain-of-function hearings...as the govt initiated and funded this entire bio-weapons project. Then funded

Moderna to arrive at their gene editing technology. Mere mortals, humans don't matter much in their transhumanism development

project.
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Thanks STAN a correct qualiZcation " brigands"

Well deZned RANDY, the conclusion is that the globalist elite never tells the truth. One hope: WORLD COUNCIL FOR HEALTH CALLS

FOR AN IMMEDIATE STOP TO THE COVID-19 EXPERIMENTAL “VACCINES”

www.globalresearch.ca/world-council-health-calls-immediate-stop-covid-..  (January 15, 2022) Shoots of hope: A tectonic shift is

taking place in the medical-scientiZc establishment: they are beginning to recede. the World Health Organization (WHO) issued a

statement that included this astonishing phrase: “A vaccination strategy based on repeated booster doses of the original vaccine

composition is unlikely to be appropriate or sustainable.” More change in the link:

www.americanthinker.com/articles/2022/01/booster_bust_medical_establis..  (01/13/22)
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Thanks Just, an essay that sums up a great reality, "In the West populations the seniors having followed the "health" advice of

Rockefeller/Gates/Fauci & all the heads of "health" institutions who run operations like Fauci, Seniors in general are obese, have

pre - if not full-on Type-2 Diabetes, along with poor circulation, heart disease, followed by Spectors of Cancer, Alzheimer's, &

Autoimmune disease of all types." Indeed, the deep state is made up of defenders of the disease, who only seek their own beneZts

and do not care about the suffering of people.

This false pandemic is supported by the lies and deception of those who want the Great Reset, They are the destroyers of

humanity, they are the creators of an empire of power who want to enslave humanity. They want to continue their revolution to

satisfy their sick mind full of diabolical needs. The lies, the pressure, the blackmail, the corruption and the direct threats that must

be used against 193 governments of the world to act in unison, at the same time with the blockades and the tyranny, are founded,

destroying their own socioeconomic system and that of the world as a whole. as we knew it.

The oligarchy uses technocracy for global takeover, a state of confusion that has morphed into something much larger, domination

of minds, control of thought, and extreme disenfranchisement. We will arrive at the state described by Dr. Mercola: "long-term

globalist agenda to dismantle democracy and national borders in favor of a global governance by unelected leaders, and the

reliance on technological surveillance rather than the rule of law to maintain public order."
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Thank you Siggysauer and Rose. These are the evidences of the global crisis of this false pandemic. THE 2020-22 WORLDWIDE

CORONA CRISIS: DESTROYING CIVIL SOCIETY, ENGINEERED ECONOMIC DEPRESSION, GLOBAL COUP D’ÉTAT AND THE “GREAT

RESET” , This E-book consists of a Preface and Thirteen Chapters. Latest Update January 15, 2022 Each of the thirteen chapters

provides factual information as well as analysis on the following topics: 1) What Is Covid-19, what is SARS-CoV-2, how Is it

identiZed, how is it estimated?  2) The timeline and historical evolution of the Corona Crisis, 3) The devastating economic and

Znancial impacts, 4) The enrichment of a social minority of billionaires, 5) Social engineering and the destabilization of the

institutions of civil society 6) How the lockdown policies trigger unemployment and mass poverty Worldwide, 7) The devastating

impacts on mental health. www.globalresearch.ca/the-2020-worldwide-corona-crisis-destroying-civi..  (January 15, 2022)
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I have received an email from CHD. He says: We at Children’s Health Defense are calling on advocates everywhere including our

state and international chapters, coalition partners, anliates and all of humanity to peacefully assemble and actively engage with

your state elected representatives to stand against mandates. Our elected oncials need constant reminders that they work for the

tax paying citizens of this country and that many of us, if not the majority, want choice when it comes to what goes on and in our

bodies.  

These representatives must see our faces, hear our voices and know that we demand choice when it comes to our healthcare

decisions. Parents and individuals should make these decisions, not the government. The tyranny ends when We the People stand

up!  Seven Ways to Show up Strong in 2022 1. Join us on Sunday January 23rd, 2022 in Washington, DC for the “Defeat the

Mandates: An American Homecoming” event. Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. along with many others will be addressing the crowd.

We are going to come together – black, white and hispanic; vaccinated and unvaccinated; Democrats and Republicans – to Zght

for freedom and to march on Washington in peace. The discrimination against the unvaccinated is an assault upon the very fabric

that makes us a free, democratic society. With tens of thousands expected in attendance, this will be a historic event you do not

want to miss! Go to www.defeatthemandatesdc.com to register and join us!  #DefeatTheMandatesDC #DoNotComply

defeatthemandatesdc.com
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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2,  Find the date for the start of your state's 2022 legislative session. If your state hasn’t commenced the new session yet, be

prepared to be at your statehouse on day one and bring your friends.

www.multistate.us/resources/2022-legislative-session-dates?eType=Email..   3. Organize and invite local groups and community

members to show up at your statehouse and to meet with your elected representatives. Collaborate with as many groups as

possible within your community who are concerned with health freedom. We have strength in numbers!

4, Create promotional graphics with our free design templates to promote your event and get the word out! If you are planning a

rally, be sure to share the information with CHD so we can feature it on the Worldwide Walkouts page and in our Community

Calendar. childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/worldwid..   5. Visit our Advocacy Hub to download, print

and share educational handouts and postcards with your community and elected oncials. Here is some helpful guidance for

interacting successfully with legislators. childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/defender..
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6. Engage in polite dialogue with your local board of education members, school administrators, county executives, department of

health oncials, mayors and other local elected oncials on this critical cause. Request meetings and attend in small groups, be

prepared to share information and educational materials and advocate for health choice in your community. Review your school

district's approved Health & Safety plan. These are public reports that you can check to see whether the American Rescue Plan Act

and COVID grants your school may be receiving are driving mandates in your district.

childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/handouts..  

7. Download, print and share our new stickers and join the “Stick to the Truth” campaign.  Post them in high tranc, high-exposure

public areas such as community bulletin boards and utility poles to share important truth-based messages to counter the

propaganda.  childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/defender..   Never has there been a more important

time to Zght back, protect our rights, and stop this tyranny in its tracks.  Be a defender of truth, freedom and health.   Keep up the

great work and keep SHOWING UP STRONG!   Thank you,  The Children’s Health Defense Team
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But Gui - we are mandating an unsafe ineffective vaccine for our health care workers, many many who do NOT want anything to do

with it because they see the destruction and damage it has caused, including  injury to actual health care workers.   Under EUA

how can you mandate an experimental vaccine and then not have ANY accountability to the batches - I mean, from vial to vial, what

are we seeing?  They aren't even all the same!!  And no restitution if someone is injured or dies?  I can make you take it, but I won't

help you if you are injured by it?  What the heck?  And no one is looking at the blood of anyone before and after being vaccinated as

well as checking to see if they even need a booster.  What is wrong with this picture?
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Yes, Tracy, the U.S. Supreme Court's decision makes no sense. In a 6-3 decision, it struck down the OSHA mandate that affected

all employers with 100 or more employees, but the court anrmed the legality of the vaccination mandate for all healthcare

workers, including those in nursing homes, hospitals, clinics and more. This decision means that SCOTUS has just declared that

the government owns your body and can force you to receive experimental medical injections in direct violation of the Nuremberg

Code.

www.brighteon.com/82f880f3-c30f-4b80-b5a0-d2eb2239b407  (Jan 14, 2022)
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Siggysauer Unfortunately it won't change their minds. Their thoughts would be, We could have died from Covid if we hadn't had the

shots.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/15/2022 11:04:46 PM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui, the problem with all of this is money equals power. We are moving toward a dictatorship that the Pharmaceuticals will rule. Of

course, it is Black Rock or Vanguard in ultimate control, but Big Pharma enabled this.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/15/2022 11:40:26 PM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since the Zrst thing that all of those shots do, is lower your immune system, the idea that this shot is going to "protect" you by

strengthening your immune system, is idiotic at best! Also; something that i don't see being pointed out very often, is that the Spike

Proteins in the shots are Synthetic - created in a lab! That is NOT something that I would ever want in my body! One thing that I would like

to point out here; is that in the 70's, I worked in a major hospital for more than three years as an X-ray Dark Room Technician. I was

interacting with, and having conversations, on a daily basis, with doctors, nurses and technology oriented personal; which means that I

understand medical related matters much better than the average person.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/15/2022 5:13:35 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Randy, it is important to point out your experience and the data of the synthetic Spike Proteins that threatens the biology of

our immune system. It seems that the "health" entities recognize what Dr. Mercola has published in his reports. A sprout of hope

from the problems that “vaccines” cause to the immune system. Medicines regulators in the European Union warned on Tuesday

that frequent COVID boosters could negatively affect the immune system and said there is currently no data to support repeated

doses. This comes a month after EU drug regulators said it made sense to “administer COVID-19 vaccine boosters after the initial

two-injection regimen”, amid concerns about the Omicron variant.

According to the European Medicines Agency (EMA), continuous booster doses every four months could pose a risk of

overloading people's immune systems. Evidence has been piling up about how harmful and dangerous covid injections can be and

that the authorities went to great lengths to sweep it under the rug and pretend everything was Zne. Because of the criticism

against the "vaccines" they have revealed the truth and the oncial bodies have realized that the successive reinforcements are

simply too dangerous to tolerate. Hopefully the forced reinforcement is coming to an end

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/eu-regulators-who-end-covid-booste..  (12/01/22)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/15/2022 6:10:27 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Gui. That's all well and good; but we have to remember that we're "preaching to the choir" here. As for the rest of the

population; the bought and paid for corporate media, still has full control over the narrative. Most of those who are entranced by

the media, are so controlled that they refuse to even consider any alternate view on the subject.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/15/2022 6:25:06 AM
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These shots were made to kill. My niece got the PZzer booster. When she called the other day, she didn’t have much to say and she

usually talks nonstop. She sounded like she was having trouble breathing and sounded very exhausted. I asked her if she was sick.

She told me no, just tired. She will also ask the same questions 2 or 3 times now. I told her not to get it. No telling what it’s doing to

her body

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/15/2022 8:48:13 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tallulah3; Unbelievable carnage! I Zgure that by the end of this year (probably much sooner) the "authorities" and the media won't

be able to hide the damage and deaths any longer. That's when they will change gears; probably come up with a "new" threat; and

most likely tell us that it's all covid! I just read a mainstream article about a pro soccer player suffering from myocarditis, after

testing positive for covid (that lie is getting really old!). They omitted a very important fact - he had already taken his covid

injections! "Covid" had absolutely nothing to do with it!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/15/2022 9:11:31 AM
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy I got an email yesterday stating that the media are jellyZsh now. Used to be that they would put their lives on the line to get

the truth out. Not anymore.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/15/2022 9:36:46 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, I don't want anything man made (synthetic) injected into me! I think God knows best what I should have inside my body.

Nothing Big Pharma creates is in God's best interest.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/15/2022 11:35:23 PM
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SoozeQ
Joined On 5/9/2020 6:45:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi All, hope everyone is well. I am here to tell you that Penn State Hershey Med is a disaster, a war zone of sorts. I have never seen so

much illness in all my life. Staff, residents, doctors dropping like mys they are that sick. This is, of course, occurring in the vaxxed group.

It’s insanity. And now we are to work even if positive and symptomatic. Tell me again why testing matters. It’s evil. HMC is a greedy evil

corporation churning out elective cosmetic cases non stop-nothing is scaled back.Staff, surgeons, management simply walking away,

some, without a new job lined up. They have given retention bonuses to union staff, but not to even more hardworking per diem staff. If

they don’t give me what I want, I WILL be going to the news. Healthcare is a f*****g disaster on ALL levels. But let’s just blame covid.

Nope, covid just brought to fruition all the problems that have ALWAYS existed.
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Yes, it is insanity!  This is genocide!
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It's a hopeful thought SoozeQ. The unintended consequences for us to see behind the curtains are really getting huge. More has

been exposed in the last two years that there is very little healthcare in the current system. It's many causes why it is so bad have

become in full focus, display, & much of just who is behind it all. The longer this goes on the more we see what they don't want us

to see. The more we realize just what we need to be doing on our own & together. The more we discover we are not divided,

especially when it comes to our own health, or our societies.
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What is happening with the layoffs of health workers who refuse vaccines is terrible. As you comment, these workers see every

day that those vaccinated are the Zrst to experience Covid. America's doctors and nurses should be allowed to share their

experiences without censorship or intimidation. Restricting the free speech rights of healthcare workers is a terrible idea. If you

disagree with the government, you can be Zred or your license revoked. This does not lead to the best results.

A new newsletter has been created speciZcally to organize healthcare workers to restore their ability to speak openly and honestly

to their patients and the public. Your subscription is free. Organizing the medical community is the fastest way forward: you can

silence one person, but not half of America's doctors. This link is very interesting:

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../americas-doctors-and-nurses-should   For example, read this article, "More VC Nurses Report

'Overwhelming' Numbers for Heart Attacks, Coagulation, and Strokes

rabbitguardian.org/2021/12/14/more-vc-nurses-blow-whistle-on-overwhelm..
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The mainstream news is compromised and won’t share your story. You’re better off going to someone like Stew Peters - who gives

everyone an opportunity to speak.  Without the blatant censorship, this pandemic would have never got off the ground. Now that

they’ve got their iron injected into a bunch of people, the zombie 

🧟

 apocalypse is almost upon us. They’ll be cranking up the 5G

nationwide on January 19….we will probably see the software now inside of these people start to control their behavior, or the 5G

might just cause them all to bleed out and drop dead. Either way, 1/19 is 911 backwards. They love their symbolism, and no doubt

that date will start a whole new level of chaos. If people were smart, they would utterly destroy every 5G tower in sight before they

crank them up.
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SoozeQ - Don't know if this will help or not.  Dr John Campbell is showing the Omicron "variant" cases(?) steep rise in the UK has

seemingly peaked, the US may be 2 or 3 weeks behind, and may be gone by mid-spring. You can listen/watch here: "Omicron has

peaked in UK" - www.youtube.com/watch  - BTW, this was from Friday and has nearly 500k views.
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This is happening all over, and my only hope is that “we the people” are able to stand up to these evil tyrants without being put

away or put down before it’s too late!
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It's total insanity SoozeQ! They are not that stupid. It is planned suicide. Nice to see you back on the forum!
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what do they want ?? - the usual levers like money, power, control, abject humiliation, sadistic enslavement, revenge for the deranged

resentment of feeling inadequate, narcissistic validation, to own everything including YOU - this is the short list - the long list can never be

concluded
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Yes, Stan, a chain of adjectives that are well documented. In the deep state many forces emerge that imprint the current tyranny.

We have true lovers of power and money among the leaders and the structure of BigPharma, the institutional entities, the

information media moved by the strings of big capital. They are psychopaths who wreak havoc on innocent lives by uncaring,

selZsh, irresponsible criminal parasites and elected oncials who lie to their constituents, trade political favors for campaign

contributions, turn a blind eye to the wishes of citizens. electorate, bilking taxpayers out of hard-earned dollars, favoring the

corporate elite, entrenching the military industrial complex, and giving little thought to the impact their thoughtless actions and

hastily passed legislation could have on defenseless citizens.

It is the historical tradition of billionaire families running Davos and the new world order, through control of the global Znancial

systems, absorption of all monopolies and corporations, and ultimately all private property. The tyranny imposed on the world

creating this "pandemic" and developing the draconian measures, which have constituted the ideal scenario to give the Znal blow

to the world economy.

We must state the obvious: genocide is deliberate; it is premeditated. There is no genocide without premeditation. RJ Rummel,

researcher and political scientist deZned the term "democide" as "the murder of any person or people by the government of him,

including genocide, politicide and mass murder." According to Rummel, democracy passed war as the leading cause of unnatural

death in the 20th century, and as we enter the 21st century, not only does it show no signs of stopping, but it seems to be the

desired and planned way of death of hundreds of people. of millions or even billions of innocent people around the world.

survivaldan101.com/how-can-so-many-lies-and-so-much-evidence-of-fraud-..
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Does it matter what they want when more is never enough? Must be a sad life not to be able to enjoy the simplest pleasures of life.

To chase empty ego desires but never Zguring out why no matter what they are dissatisZed.
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Yes, Stan. It is Imperial Hubris.
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Monsters.....satin worshiping evil off world tyrants trying to exterminate humanity.
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These predators attacking the human race are psycho serial killers that usually get locked up, but they're on the loose and aided by

governments. How are their already privileged lives going to improve from the genocide?  Science and human advancement will

come to a hault. These "creatures" will still need doctors, production of goods,  service providers, construction workers, builders,

trades people, teachers, researchers, etc., etc., ... everything human society needs. So they want to own us, but the majority of us

will be sick and won't be able to reproduce to continue serving them.
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The ‘Global-Elite Covid-15 Plannedemic-Genocide of mRNA and Nano-Razor Injections’ is the weaponization of gene therapy and nano

technology. Since the Covid-15 plannedemic began couple years ago, I have seen lot of posts mentioning the words Satanic and Evil in

association with the perpetrators of this willful genocidal attack on humanity. And there secret societies of freemasonry and subchapter

skull&bones play a big role – freemasonry began in London, England among the royals and aristocrats. They still run it today. The late

minister Chuck Missler warned about transhumanism and about Satanic worship in basements and behind closed doors of freemason

lodges spread around the world. That is in part why he left working for the USA government (military). I think this is the missing link and

crucial part of how the plannedemic was able to be pulled off so successfully and so quickly with genial organization and members

interconnected at all levels of societies. www.youtube.com/watch  ~

rumble.com/vpot5p-dr.-david-martin-who-they-are-the-names-and-faces-of..  

In his videos, Dr. David Martin established that the ‘Covid Conspirators’ are the Anglo-Saxon English-speaking nations, especially England

and USA, and most of the individual ‘pirates’ he named are US Americans. Note that his collage consists of the ‘5 Eye Echelon’ (England,

USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand) plus South Africa (English-controlled), India (former English colony), Germany (‘colony’ of USA

NATO), plus English and USA corporations or English-USA owned and/or controlled corpses of Black Rock, United Healthcare, IMF, etc.

Did anybody notice the general outline of his collage? Which nation does it depict? Brother John noticed this few days ago. The English

have a thousand-year history of weaponizing anything and everything they saw into a WMD to give them the edge over the “enemy” in

fulZlling their ‘divide and conquer’ mantra-agenda. A pusher of
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machines and technology, the Englishman turned an ordinary bow into a crossbow (13c, Pope tried to ban it). He then pushed for

weaponizing the rocket, nuclear energy, parapsychology, Light, sound, herbicide (Agent Orange), pesticide, insecticide,

asteroid-demection technology, AI, viruses for a plannedemic – basically anything and everything he touches he wants to

weaponize and regardless of the harm to Earth, animals, or people which are all secondary and tertiary priority because for him

‘the end always justiZes the means’.

In fact, the more harm to Earth and the “enemy” the better. This includes the scorched-Earth tactics of the Le PerZde Albion

“Treacherous England” (what Joan d’Arc and French called the English in 15c) used since the 13th century onward, practice which

USA adopted in the 20th century. And now the Englishman (Anglo-Saxon) weaponized DNA (building block of Life), nano tech, and

the ‘vaccine’. Question: Are these same globalists now trying to manipulate/weaponize consciousness (Soul) as well? Please

watch this (in my view, disturbing) 30-min video of an English nurse in England studying Near Death Experiencers to “Znd the

mechanism” of action of NDE! – as to why these people who die and come back get healed. See if you see what we see.

www.youtube.com/watch   Good People of Earth Unite!
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Treels and all... Let me start from the beginning.  We are not Zghting any particular government. Just like many of their leaders,

they are only puppets for “the elites”.  The elites have more money than can reasonably be spent in a lifetime, so we know they are

not after money.  What they want is power and control.   So, let us consider their strategies for achieving it. Presently, lockdowns of

people with concurrent job loss and shortages.   Recently in Kittitas County, WA, I-90 remained shut because the state would not

allow unvaxed county workers to assist with snow removal.  For those of you who do not know, I-90 is a major east/west US

highway.  So, a main highway was blocked at a time of shortages.  Port deliveries could not move east across the country.  

Also, using environmental legislation to lock down natural resources, such as the attempt to ban burning Zrewood in New York. We

have been seeing major players buying up farmland and creating lab-grown ersatz foods.  If people are hungry, what else will those

who are unprepared be able to buy to feed their families? The lockdowns are accompanied by many economic problems.  That is

part of the whole picture. It is not just about depriving people of basic necessities like food, heat and health care--many

pediatricians will not see unvaxed children.  It is about control and creating dependency on “systems”.  Curiously, this happens at a

time when these systems are collapsing.   One way of keeping people trapped in the system is by forcing them into debt, esp. thru

high inmation.  Esp. avoid debt at this time!!!  Do not live beyond your means. You may want to consider downscaling and even

doing without as much as you can for a while and make changes.   Do not depend on systems that are not dependable.  Consider

what you can do to provide for your own family and network with others.
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If someone has an empty dry basement, they may want to set up a neighborhood free store.  Neighbors could contribute on one

day a month and “shop” on one other day.  After 1-2-3 months, items can be returned to the owner or donated to a charity. We did

this once and it worked out surprisingly well.  Each person had something different to contribute and it was all clean and in good

condition—fresh game meat, surplus shelf-stable foods, clothing, Zrewood…  In doing so, we were convinced we could take care of

our own neighborhood on a personal level and wanted to eliminate the corrupt social service… make them unnecessary so they

could not justify their jobs.  (I will mention that we all had a roof over our heads, so that was not an issue.)  There is no system

more encient than neighbors helping neighbors.   Here is another good idea.  You need to set standards and guidelines. The

community treasure chest - Backwoods Home Magazine

www.backwoodshome.com/the-community-treasure-chest/?mc_cid=79b24bd492&..
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The ‘Global-Elite Covid-15 Plannedemic-Genocide of mRNA and Nano-Razor Injections’: Almond -- a good post, thank you for your

input and insights. We must all know where we stand and who stands hiding himself from view behind the door ready to attack us

unprovoked at any minute if we are to be successful. I agree with you that these FOLKS have obscene amounts of money, that no

one should have, that harms Earth and people. For no one should have so much that they know not what to do with, nor so little

that they have to beg to survive. When you say, 'so we know they are not after money' --

I see it a bit differently. From the articles and videos that are circulating, it becomes quite apparent that THEY are ALSO after

MONEY (and Land, and power, and of course, control -- it all works together, and comes together, when you have the money),

despite how much they already stole (that unrestricted Capitalistic societies allowed them to, which THEY set up for themselves,

starting from the Freemason Founding Fathers) and that's part of where the greed, insanity, and evil comes in. We all know the

adage -- 'If it's not about the money, it's about the money'. If you follow the patent and bankaccount trails of these FOLKS (there are

several excellent videos on that), that speaks more than adquately for itself.

As just one example, this website of Dr. Mercola itself presented that before the plannedemic Bill Gates was worth around $54

billion, and at the last count he is at $129 billion. And he racked up 274,000+ acres of farmland since Covid-15 hard times hit for

'good deals'. Does that say anything to you? Let me just conclude by quoting the 2000 and 2004 well-respected Presidential

candidate and an active Zghter for justice and Truth, Ralph Nader, what he said to US then. "The 5 percent who own 80 percent of

everything in the world are now after the remaining 20 percent!" For that to have come out of Mr. Nader, it's good enough for me.

Good People of Earth Unite!
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Treets - you bring up some good points and so does Almond - there is a tendency from an analytical perspective to singularize a

varied group of vying interests by reducing all causes to ba single entity - but reality is made up of a variety of shared interests that

combine for personal interests - for example the Snake has created alliances with both  Dr Falsey and the WHO and China through

his network of agencies that leverage his dollars for the sake of personal inmuence
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Thank you all, excellent insights, sorely needed solutions & strategies. This way too big, it's global, it's coordinated between

countries, they have all been reading from the same script & it's all toxic. Reminds me of the Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy & the

planet where the population's veneer was shiny happy people, but they were Hell Bent on destroying all other life in the Universe

because they believed all others were inferior, defective & it upset their perceived reality, plus it really all belonged to them & them

alone.
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Just a note, the crossbow was invented in China, BC. Not surprising given their creativity in all areas ;-)  Including forerunners of

the blues harp!
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Don't forget gunpowder...but to China's credit, at least back then they suppressed its use for destructiveness. It took thievery of

Europeans, and the might makes right attitude to release its destructive abilities.
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Loved your comment, but you’re only partly correct. The Vatican is who is behind all of this. The Bible proves this in Revelation 17.

She is the Great Whore who rides the Beast. This beast is the Global Government hiding in the shadows for now, but ruling all

nations of the earth when Jesus returns to set up His Kingdom. In Daniel Chapter 2, verse 43 - it says something prophetic that

never made sense until recently. And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of

men: but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay. Daniel 2:43

I believe this iron represents the nanotechnology they’re putting into these shots, and they are trying to mingle themselves with our

DNA. Ask yourself who is being referred to in the verse above. I believe it is fallen angels/demons.  Nothing new under the

sun…this is the same crap they were doing in the days of Noah, which is why God brought the mood in the Zrst place…they had not

only mingled themselves with all human mesh, but corrupted the animals too. (Think Dinosaurs) And it came to pass, when men
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began to multiply on the face of the earth, and daughters were born unto them, that the sons of God (fallen angels) saw the

daughters of men that they were fair; and they took them wives of all which they chose.

These are the generations of Noah: Noah was a just man and perfect in his generations (DNA), and Noah walked with God. The

earth also was corrupt before God, and the earth was Zlled with violence. And God looked upon the earth, and, behold, it was

corrupt; for all mesh had corrupted his way upon the earth. Genesis 6:1,2,9,11,12 This explains the violence, the dna of everything

had been altered and corrupted. And as it was in the days of Noah, so shall it be also in the days of the Son of man. Luke 17:26

This verse is letting us know that the world will be similar to the days of Noah, when Christ returns. All mesh will be corrupt.
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Ray, I'd concur w/ much of what you wrote,& w/ Almond, too.  Few realize the Vatican to be the head of all antichrist ecumenical

craft...or understand the Babylonian order of layered & covert corporatism w/ its central banking & covert steering, control of

psych-sorcery& pharma corporatism, its ownership of more real property than any other entity on this earth, as well as its proxy

control thru ritual superstition & the cookie jesus/Tammuz ponzi scheme, masses for the dead, indulgences for sin, & so forth.  

All sin-&-evil- inclusive pantheistic cults w/their impure 'gods', & hierarchies, dualities like the black& white Pope set-up, porneia&

power/horn/tower etc; & the panentheist cults who believe they are becoming gods as Genesis 3, the popes & every 'little christ'

priest of Rome.  All antichrist. Covetousness& Mammon, merchandising are huge parts of it, but the common root is pride& the

rejection of truth that leaves men w/o excuse, lawless,& ultimately reprobate: given over of God to their lust&desire. It brings

consequential judgment Zrst, & then direct judgment of God as written.

They are messing w/ genetic seed as they messed w/ the spiritual seed of the word of God w/ the perversions & underlying text, &

as Genesis 6,& it will not end well.  It did bring gigantism, but also sodomy, pederasty& pedophilia, bestiality as men& women gave

themselves over to spiritual& angelic corruption, evidenced also in early post-Flood artifacts. Neither God in the Godhead, nor any

angelic being is feminine.

Woman, coming of man, as Adam of God, is a picture of mankind: either the church of God in faithful union w/ Christ in truth &

exclusively; or whore religion uniting to any spirit...all Baalim, antichrist apart from the Holy Spirit, & ultimately all those who will

join themselves as one body to & w/ the man of sin, the beast of Revelation 13, giving over their free will choice irrevocably,

becoming one w/ evil, the lie, corruption so they become irredeemable by choice
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2)  I also believe these are things leading up to the conditions& fulZllment of Revelation 13,but not the actual for the following

reasons.  The Zrst mention of iron is w/ regard to a son of Cain, thru Zillah, who was 'an artiZcer in brass & iron'.  This line died in

the Flood, but was looked back to w/ admiration& in the spirit of man-worship, ancestor worship (Genesis 3 & Satan's lie: ye shall

be as gods) after the Flood.

We see this not only in scripture, but also evidenced in the early post-Flood artifacts, then showing the steady evolving into the

confusion of 'gods' & 'goddesses' worldwide as men spread out from Babel. It's the counterfeit of God's elect in the spiritual realm

as Ephesians 6:10-20, also testiZed to in Daniel. You can still see some of the main themes & personalities, tho garbled &

romanticized, mythologized in common legend& also by purposeful Craft for the purpose of elite control. Study Balaam.

Early theater was quite purposeful w/ regard to this& I would suggest that the modern versions& mediums are also, & w/ much

advanced technological tools& technique: illegitimate tho they are, & hastening judgment: consequential& otherwise. 'Iron' turns up

throughout scripture linked w/ oppression & men's artiZce, or technology...the 'mighty men' & 'men of renown' w/ a secondary

theme of judgment, as also brass, tho brass doesn't have the 'technology' of man link quite so much & is more to do w/ divine

judgment.

the altar of brass where burnt animal sacriZces were made picturing the coming voluntary, once-for-all sacriZce of Christ, the

Lamb of God taking upon himself the sin& sin-debt of mankind. Coming as a man, but not in the usual fashion: begotten of God by

the overshadowing of the Holy Spirit, the virgin conceiving.  Foretold in Isaiah 7:14 (talk about some interesting numbers!) You can

still study it out by word study & search in the KJB where it's not garbled by men's unfaithful 'improvements'.  Linked also w/

'chariots' ....
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3) ... 'chariots' a picture of the spiritual, the 'cherubs', the 'chariots of God' ...some type of living angelic mechanistic thing linked

also w/ beasts& the Beast; even as the horse seems to be a picture of a spiritual& angelic creaturely reality.  We read of them in

Zechariah 6& Revelation 6, too (interesting numbers),& in Revelation 19. (See Gen 17-19) Note 2 connotations, too: Egypt was the

'furnace of iron', Pharoah equated w/ Rahab/Leviathan/the Whale...Dragon/Serpent/Beast...& his 'chariots' had their 'wheels' come

off, & were drowned in the deep: another prophetic picture teaching us about spiritual realities, good& evil.  

It's useful to study out 'cherub', 'chariot', 'horse' & 'horses'...& how Lucifer/Satan works thru the proud&cunning mighty men & men

of renown, even as God works thru those mighty wise, meeked, humble & faithful.  Isaiah 14 & Ezekiel 28, picturing also that Znal

man of sin who will be totally Zlled & directed of that spirit.  Also 'iron', 'brass', 'beast' & 'beasts'.  It's complex,& Satan loves to wrest

scripture& tempt men to presume as we're taught in Matthew & Luke 4, & elsewhere. We know, too, that God allows lying spirits to

be successful to the end of trying& judging men. 1 Kings 22 & 2 Chronicles 18 (more interesting numbers there corroborating the

theme of the context & doctrine), & that God will give men who refuse to love the truth that they might be saved 'great delusion'.

Men are going to know what they are doing w/ the choice of Revelation 13 as much that is invisible & spiritual now when the just

shall walk by faith,& faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen. Hebrews... will be open then:

warfare in the heavens, the supernatural witnesses, the 144,000 sealed & testifying Jews which the world will martyr; an angel in

the heavens proclaiming the everlasting Gospel: visibly & audibly.  It will be manifest in ways that it isn't yet....tho these things

relate & set the stage for certain sure
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The Vatican behind Covid-15 AIDS, Ebola and all the rest? The Vatican behind freemasonry (which it strictly prohibited until Pope

John Paul II, a western puppet)? The Vatican controlling international banking? The Vatican being the great whore sitting on a

Beast that controls the globe via globalization of its culture, ways, and language? Neither Latin nor Italian is a global language. The

7-headed 10-horned Beast has to be a speciZc empire, notably a powerful merchant nation with naval meet and strong military, that

is consistent with the Zrst 5 -- Babylon, Medes-Persia, Alexander's Greece, Pagan Rome, and Papal Rome (Holy Roman Empire),

and each subsequent empire had to have conquered the previous one, if you want the pattern to Zt. Vatican did not conquer any

speciZc empire. Yes, I also watched televangelists give a bad wrap to the Popes and the Vatican, calling the popes Antichrists, they

do hate the Vatican with passion, but neither logic nor the prophecy Zts. Remember that Satan is the Accuser, always blaming

others for what he does himself. Yes, the Vatican has its share of persecution and crimes throughout centuries under several

corrupt popes, but this is not true today nor in the last 500 years -- Protestants reformed the Church, remember? Is Vatican really

the Mother of Harlots? Anglican Church under Henry VIII and his 'Heretical Queen' daughter aka the 'Virgin Queen' to the English

and the 'Pirate Queen" to Europe, has its crimes -- massacring, debowling, starving priests, and grabbing Church's lands and

treasures. The woman is that great city (Rev 17:18) which reigns over the kings of earth, with whom the kings of earth committed

fornication (exchanged money and pleasures for exploitation of Natural Resources, slave trade, opium trade, tobacco trade, etc)

and inhabitants of world made drunk (lured by materialism of Capitalism) with the wine of her fornication (Rev 17:2). Yes, there is

a Rome connection with the whore. But Vatican is not the one.
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I am 72 and very healthy and not jabbed. I have followed dr m for years! In Dec. I got a bad sore throat and was coughing and sneezing.

My vaxxed grandson came over and I caught Covid from him! My husband and I took 2cc of cattle/swine ivermectin and were feeling

good then we got the monoclonal infusion. We had both tested positive with the lame fake misused PCR tests! I have lost my taste and

smell. My husband is 76 healthy and we are both Zne thanks to following Dr M. All of ya’ll posts are so encouraging!
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I am in praise of the article and to keep grinding on at such a high level is something to behold in itself. The headline makes me say "Why

did they do that for." Do you know the title of Walmart Walton's book all those years ago? A= "Made in America'" It adds some cheer to me

when I need seek it. "and more" is a little more that. Now I got a real laugh. I almost sense some enthusiasm. The headline does not have

Zt to the article as you do not mention the other contents of the vial.  I am personally interested in what to do about graphene oxide and

the hydras too.

I am interested in the writing to the headline. "Print this one page summary on the contents of the vial" It is eleven words" It's so big a

headline you could divide it.  "Print this one page" is a call to print. No telling what would happen with that.  The knowledge of the

contents of the vials destroys all. There is an expression everyone is looking for and very much would like M to say or signal himself. It

should be evident why "I know better" has Zt with M. With the announcement of the content removal M said here leased copyright. Does

that still hold. There is  demand by new new people doing media and individuals doing the best they can.

------

The obituaries today at www.iredellfreenews.com  had three entries all younger than my 68. The thing is we have run out of old people.

There is no need for a restatement of the obvious.

Some might Znd it useful to have a free website and I don't see how you could do without one if homeschooling. I am not going to repeat

past links I record at www.tapatalk.com/.../the-jab-t26.html  

-----

I was on the Internet before Netscape browser and all day everyday, year after year. I have read. My tombstone remark , The hardest thing

to say in life is i am wrong" came 20 years ago. The most profound thing I have read: "It never was the country I thought it was."

Bad Beliefs are being shattered. Nobody is Zne anymore

W A R
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the contents of the vial constantly changes depending on which electron microscope it is viewed with and at what temperature -

also the batches have been shown to be different - more or less lethal - there is no standardizing authority - this is the  Wild  West

of the vaccination era
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@stanleybecker

The reason why the viewed contents of the vials change is:

1. The product is _not standardised_, in fact the contents of different batches are different, probably to tweak the effects, including

to make proof of causation harder to reliably pin down.

2. Mere room temperature and other energy has been proven to energise the synthetic contents over time e.g. causing

self-assembling different kinds of GO and GOH components into a distributed wireless network, and possibly other assemblies.

These are not vaccines, they are military weapons, designed to kill, cattle tag any still living patented bodies, and remote control

cells, to monitor, even hijack or kill people. Many patents covering this exist!

The alleged spike protein maybe a Red Herring. If it isn't, it is clearly a tough, toxic synthetic construct, and given that viruses are

BS, all "covid-19" vaccine must carry a payload of spike proteins, along with a lot more GO and GOH. It the spike protein does

multiply, it is more likely to be via a prion-like mechanism and/or via synthetic factory elements in the jabs.

Forget all the 'preventative' drugs and supplements, instead go full carnivore and eat enough ruminant organ meat, including liver,

this is a far more bio-available source of nutrients for humans, without any counterproductive toxins from drugs or plants. It could

even be cheaper for combined food, drug, and supplement costs, because of little or nothing wasted on poor-value plant stuff and

the latter could become trivial or zero!

If everyone went carnivore, the markets for most/all vegetable based foods/supplements would collapse, most nurses, doctors,

dentists, and staff in support industries (e.g. pharma, modalities) would become unemployed, and more (awake) people would

stop accepting state BS, which is why there is such rabid opposition to it!
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My Doctor of 40 years who I have trusted with my family told me get the jab and it will be more protected from having another stroke in

the event I get Covid. I won't set foot in his once again.
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This is so sad! Many docs actually believe this because they are so captured by pharma..but MANY on the ground practicing docs

absolutely know the jabs are risky for some. I had a Medicare doc (contracted to review people my age) speciZcally advise me not

to get it in my case, which surprised but delighted me.
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I always liked my PCP a lot but I haven't seen him now for 3 years! Unfortunately his practice is at a hospital! I don't do any

pharmaceutical meds and whenever I went in for a physical we would usually just have a powwow about whatever holistic

practices I was up to, he always had a really open mind. I often wonder whether he would have pushed the jab with me or with

other patients, I probably will not see him until this blows over so I may never know!
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IMO most doctors are un-informed because they don't have time to do the reading necessary to keep up. Too busy making $$.
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God Bless You! You are more intelligent than your doctor and 99% of the idiots running the United States of America!
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Consider Thomas Sowell's quote: “It is hard to imagine a more stupid or more dangerous way of making decisions than by putting those

decisions in the hands of people who pay no price for being wrong.”
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Off topic but revealing, Falsey proven a pathological liar, at best misdirection. Finally a spotlight on his Znances.

www.yahoo.com/news/senator-publishes-fauci-apos-unredacted-235438845.h..  Possibly very important as Gates & other billionaires

are not getting enough of your money through negative tax rates, you may Znd yourself in trouble by this under the radar tax code change.

As little as $600 could position you for an audit. www.youtube.com/watch   It's not just taxes, it's also debt both bring $$$ back to Central

Banks & leave us struggling & distracted from Znding what works.
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Yes, Just, while unscrupulous billionaires increase their fortunes through the politics of fear, they dictate the mandates, with an

overestimated death rate, fake PCR tests, doctors reporting COVID deaths, with no proof that COVID was the cause ,

reimbursement incentives for hospitals to diagnose COVID, selection of expensive treatments and waiting for the vaccine, vitamins

and supplements that prevent and combat Covid are not implemented, magazines publishing articles that are based on politics

and sound science . All of this aimed at blocking based on hypothetical security beneZts without considering the costs. Our health

is affected by our communities, our cultural and social lives, and our livelihoods.

What is being projected is the virus of disinformation, a virus of policies that favor big pharmaceuticals and corporations,

expanding monopolies, of globalist Znanciers, the deep state with roots in Wall Street, the Federal Reserve, allied institutions and

the philanthro-capitalists dominated by greed and unbridled ambition. They do not pursue the health of people, but are destined to

ruin the weakest companies, further enrich the rich, mercilessly attacking the middle class, increasing inequalities, creating misery,

hunger and slavery that develops with tyranny. of the Great Reset.

This crisis is against the health of humanity, and against its properties and freedoms, this is the true poison that invades us and for

which we need a vaccine of solidarity and Zght against tyrants. The current crisis will certainly have the effect of impoverishing

hundreds of millions of workers and increasing the national debt of nations. It could prove so devastating to economies that

bailout packages from global Znancial institutions could saddle nation states with debts that are nearly impossible to pay. It is an

act of war against the economy and the greatness of man and that will cause loss of freedoms, hunger, misery, suffering, disease

and death.
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Something is really wrong here. I watched a video of a nurse in a nursing home who broke down on camera because covid had stayed

away and when they started injecting the seniors, they were dying all around him. He was crushed and heartbroken.  AGAIN - which

comes Zrst, the disease or the shot for the disease?    Throughout this narrative my mind has been showing me LICE and I didn't know

what it meant.  But I keep being shown it. Why lice?   Well, this morning I think I Znally got the meaning. Lice travels person to person - it

doesn't my, it can't nest in your stuffed animals, it knows it needs your scalp to suck blood from.  To survive, it must travel from person to

person and it knows this.  

Viruses don't get born and my in the air, there's no magical virus that mies out come the month of October (mu shot season).  I Zgured out,

when I moved to Michigan, that October is a good key month for heaters to start blowing.  Throw in a bunch of candy (Halloween) eating

which drops the immune system... and throw in school, deep weather changes, BAM - sick every year I lived there in that time frame.   My

Zrst 28 years of life in CA, well - to start, the house is old and doesn't have blown air.  So, I'm going to call that spade a spade.  But we

were all very rarely sick.  When I moved from MI to CA for a year - that entire year I wasn't sick once.

That was extremely odd, especially since I had gotten passes with my 4 little hoodlums - and we went from park to park to park - (disney,

knotts, universal) and kids touch everything and put their hands in their mouths.  For an entire year, no sickness.  That still blows my

mind.  And now - with the great and mighty covid - everyone is sick all of the time.  I keep wondering how many vaccines will come out -

how many coronas are there?  Over 2000, right?  We gonna make shots for them all?  Mmm, healthy!  Fauci - Gilead - Remdesivir -

CONFLICT ...  Gates - Fauci - PZzer - CONFLICT ... My mom voice says: *END THIS NOW*
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Conmicts very well pointed out., Tracy. Of course something is wrong, very wrong. Health departments in several states conZrmed

to The Epoch Times that they are investigating a sharp increase in the death rate for people ages 18 to 49 in 2021, most of which

is not related to COVID-19. Deaths among people ages 18 to 49 rose more than 40 percent in the 12 months ending in October

2021 compared to the same period from 2018 to 2019, before the pandemic, according to an analysis by The Epoch Times of the

death certiZcate data from the Centers for Diseases. Control and Prevention (CDC). The "shots" are in the Zeld of view.

www.theepochtimes.com/several-states-examine-2021-mortality-surge-in-a..  (01/ 14/22)

Shoots of hope: A tectonic shift is taking place in the medical-scientiZc establishment: they are starting to recede. The World

Health Organization (WHO) issued a statement that included this startling sentence: “A vaccination strategy based on repeated

booster doses of the original vaccine composition is unlikely to be appropriate or sustainable.” More change in the link:

www.americanthinker.com/articles/2022/01/booster_bust_medical_establis..  (01/13/22)
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Hi Gui - and we can't forget the athletes ... www.planet-today.com/2022/01/healthy-athletes-dying-post-vaccine-era.h..
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This all comes down to 2 groups of people…those who believe mainstream media and those who don’t. Seems like People that watch TV,

and mainstream media news are probably unaware of the mass censorship taking place. Maybe if they noticed it, they wouldn’t be so

easily brainwashed. For the rest of us who tend to think outside of the box, and have noticed the censorship of not only alternative media,

but outright silencing of experts who disagree with the mainstream narrative, these things have allowed us to see the truth about what’s

happening. I knew within 1 week of this fake pandemic that it was a false mag event, just based on the above.  

Mainstream media cannot be trusted. The majority of their revenue comes from Big Pharma.  This entire narrative isn’t even logical on

any level. Injecting toxins into your body is foolishness, especially when those toxins are capable of changing your dna.  Another person

on this forum posted a link the other day that was well worth watching. Im going to post the link below. It’s great info for anyone who is

seeking truth in a world full of lawlessness. It’s about infectious disease and vaccination…a lecture by a professor with some profound

insight and knowledge: www.bitchute.com/.../VANDG6O4bHr1
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Ray. Even prior to mainstream media being funded by Big Pharma they were not trustworthy. I was lucky to learn this in my late

20s/early 30s. At the time I would have to provide them with information about my cases for their press releases. What they would

"report" on the evening news was nothing close to the truth of what actually occurred. It got to the point where I would tell my

supervisors that I would no longer provide them any information about anything and they could go to the county courthouse to

look for it. Needless to say, I was always in trouble. My point is, I too knew something was afoot at the beginning of this

created-demic. Something smelled rotten about the entire thing.
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For shame. Drug corporations have no shame about selling deadly products, it's part of their business model. Drug corporations have no

shame manipulating governments and media to sell more products. It's part of their business model. Investors have no problems taking

proZts from deadly products - it's part of the business model. Governments have no shame taking money from drug companies and from

deadly products, it's part of the Gove model. Media corporations take money from proZtable businesses, until they are controlled and

bought out by them. A few dead people? Sick people die. That's how life works.

Drug companies don't proZt from cures. They have no theory of cure and even market antibiotics as "prevention is better than cure." It's a

more proZtable business model. People who are injured or due from preventatives were not killed by the cure. Cures, after all, are

unproZtable - not part of the business model. Preventatives can be sold to someone who is not sick, someone who is sick, and someone

who has been cured. So cures can be ignored, or better, shamed, or made illegal. It's the business model. For shame. Cures are part of

life, part of nature. Even newly discovered cures quickly become part of common knowledge, unpatentable, unproZtable. Preventatives

provide a steady stream of proZts. Sell the preventatives, not the cures.

Health is the best medicine, but our most deadly disease today is not COVID, it's the "pandemic" and the absence of shame. We need to

health our minds, our spirits, our corporations. There is some shame. We can see it in the eyes of the injured and those who have lost

their loved ones. They are ashamed of not believing in the danger. With their vision blocked by shame and tears, they cannot see far. We

can see it in the eyes of many doctors, nurses, and other medical staff who see what is going on, and turn a blind eye. For shame. We can

see it in our governments, oppositions, and leaders who turn their eyes away, in shame.
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Yes, Tracy, the pharmaceutical entities have no shame, the support in the pharmaceutical maZa and the corruption of the

institutions, linked to Big Pharma. The basis on which medical health is now based is absent from the logic of boosting the

immune system with the support of traditional medicines. As Einstein has said, "a foolish faith in authority is the worst enemy of

truth." Physicians should be required to spend one year of their Zve-year training learning about nutrition, and alternative

therapies.”

Gøtzsche quoted a former PZzer vice president as saying: “It's scary how many similarities there are between your industry and the

maZa. The mob makes obscene amounts of money, just like this industry. The side effects of organized crime are murder and

death, and the side effects are the same in this industry. 'Characteristics of organized crime include fraud, federal drug offenses,

bribery, embezzlement, obstruction of justice obstruction of law enforcement, witness tampering and political corruption.

Big Pharma spreads fear and increases people's insecurity to pandemics, to feed the thirst for proZt, it has bought doctors,

academics, magazines, professional and patient organizations, university departments, journalists, regulators and politicians.

These are the methods of the maZa. We must not allow ourselves to be dominated and infected by the virus of unconsciousness

and passivity, and we must overcome it by being able to unite in a common front against the tyranny of the rulers, institutions and

monopolies and certain media outlets that sustain many democratic vices. The path must be CRITICAL THINKING against the

corrupt powers that promotes the encounter with the truth, self-esteem, true personal integration, far from the manipulation

submitted to the mass man.
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Two years ago, when I saw the government's response to COVID19, I concluded that they are are doing everything perfectly WRONG. How

could we have such incompetence in the FDA, CDC, WHO, local and state governments, etc.?   Later, I decided that this response was TOO

perfect, TOO well coordinated. It was not the usual clumsiness I see in institutional physics and astronomy. There is something very

sinister going on here.  How do you know if you are the target audience of a Psychological Operation?  Look for these signs:

1. The presence of fear, confusion, anxiety, urgency. 2. Use of division, anger, blame, isolation. 3. The use of ridicule and unfounded

accusations. 4. The widespread use of censorship, suppression of contrary viewpoints and information. 5. The use of bribes, coercion,

mandates, and threats of violence. 6. The government breaking its own rules in the interest of "national security", "safety", etc. These

techniques are well known and are used by governments and "cults" (religious, business, patriotic, etc.) They are usually very effective

and often invisible. People believe they are doing the right thing. They know something is wrong, however, and must Znd someone, or

something to blame.

These characteristics are straight out of the playbook for communism. The communists have slowly and quietly "inZltrated" and

"permeated" our society since about the 1960s. It began with the sexual revolution (based on the doctrine that we are just animals, and

morals are consequently irrelevant and artiZcial). That led to single parent families, and angry fatherless boys, and a rise in crime. That

led to welfare and government supported welfare. That led to "entitlements" and the claim that the "free money" was not being distributed

fairly. More and more dependence on government followed. The national deZcit becomes astronomically large and unsustainable. . . .
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Communist inZltration is like a fog bank. Something impedes progress, but there is nothing to come to grips with. It is like carbon

monoxide poisoning. You know something is wrong, but your mind is so screwed up you cannot Zgure it out. WE ARE BEING

PLAYED!  Wake up people! See the larger picture before it is too late!
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Excellent points...100% accurate! That's exactly why I say that this has been a psyops from the beginning.
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Here here. Well said, Bryan.
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Brian-what you write is so true!
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jamNjim
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Brian, they weren't/aren't incompetent. Everything they did went as planned EXCEPT not getting everyone jabbed. This is genocide.

Population reduction is the #1 goal. It has always been the goal. That's why the medical system is so corrupt now. They have free

range on anything and everything now. It's been that way for the most part forever, but it really did an about face and threw all

caution to the wind in the 1980's. That was when the Reagan Administration took the handcuffs off (deregulated) the

pharmaceutical industry. Simultaneously, the FDA allows Big Pharma to advertise direct to the consumer on TV. Prior to 1985 that

was illegal.

These 2 regulatory events allowed Big Pharma to grow exponentially in proZts from drugs getting approved by the FDA in record

time and being sold to consumers as miracle cures. They were timid at the beginning, but as with any criminal, when you don't hold

them accountable, they push forward to the next crime with even greater reckless behavior. They Zgured out that all they had to do

to cover their @zz was to raise the prices of the poisons they were selling. They do a cost/liability assessment and predetermine

their liability. They take that potential liability cost and include that into the price of the drug.

So, there's no risks at that point. That was one of the reasons the government gave vaccine manufacturers protection. Again, that

happened in the mid-80's. No pharmaceutical can be sued for a vaccine injury. This was to encourage more vaccines to be

developed. Fast forward 35 years and we have out of control Big Pharma and mad scientist hell bent on proZt driven genocide. The

virus is a manmade bioweapon. The vaccine is also a manmade bioweapon. If the virus doesn't kill you the vaccine will. Hence the

vaccine mandates. Those of us who refuse to get the jab will be banned from society.
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O)K...here is a NEW thing I have been studying and I do study and make some interesting factual observations.. I Ride my Ebike ..but

occasionally I get a ride in a car or a truck. I backpack when I go anywhere..and in my Backpack are a few unusual  units, one is a RF

meter..a small detector for checking for excess radio frequency radiation that is being emitted from a source.. a source being anything

from wireless cams to high powered  radio stations etc....well the car  I got a ride in  was a 2020 Cadillac SUV ...new cost over $100k..so I

turned on my RF Detector and showed the owner hos much RF was moating around in his nice new  car....these meters were pegging red

all over...I was a bit taken back  but a ride is a ride  ...lol....so since then.I have visited new car  sales rooms  of dozens of makes and

models......and they all were virtual microwave ovens  INSIDE!!!

Oh you can laugh and ridicule me...call me  stupid and yadayada.....but if you are gonna spend time sitting  in HIGH or extreamily high RF

Radiation,,,get a car...and trucks are same of even worse.... Now this ""Dr. , a highly credentialed and published cardiologist, internist and

epidemiologist, and one of the primary physicians leading the charge to provide commonsense clinical wisdom "..But what does this

Doctor KNOW about whats really KILLING Peopl,.well Doctor Peter McCullough why don't you do some massive research on the Effects of

Radio Frequency killing people?? I am gonna bet  most 'covid cases'are  caused by RF Poisoning.. people Irrated by Radio Frequencies

from  a hundred different sources ..from computers to X-ray equipment.gargage door openers to WiFi..cellphone , TV..wireless

 doorbell.microwave ovens lightbulbs m cars , trucks, baby monitors  on and on.. BUT..theer is $trillions in electronics  5G cost a

trllion$$$   but who cares..as long as your cell works and computer games are faster and everyone can stare at a screen  or tablet or

cellphone, nobody knows or gives a sh!t !!!!
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robb - there is so much wrong with technology - after all God created us with some dinculty but ignorance will destroy us in a blink

of an eye
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But anyone really cares about their health???  or their families' health.............well  from watch the videos of kids  falling over dead

from a heart attack at 11 or total paralysis...going blind at 6...from being Protected from covid or delta or omicrom or magon or

Baloney  or some other scam 'variant'  when they are all being virtually FRIED ALIVE  by the massive irradiation of Radio

Frequencies..."Rolling Onthe Floors Crying My eyes out" over the BILLIONS of STUPID...brain-dead  ..non-thinking  idiots wondering

around the earth. And these  IDIOTS are parents??  I am stymied over how fu&&ing Gullible how many people can be......how can

these parents sleep at night knowing they just wasted their families  ..murdered their kids....

IDK......I am way beyond shaking my head over the billions of  ignorant 'parents' can ever look at their kids ,knowing they are 100%

responsible for what they did to their kids..... and they worry  about kids smoking dope or having sex ....but its ok,  to distroy their

kids lives???? IDK Stanley.....but no god  ever created me...and my father was no god.....but he sure wanted to BUY a lot in some

heaven...spent a million praying  and them ministers preyed on him...yeah.one born ever minute.....and two to take him..christians

are just the do-boys for the jews and they wont let write the "N" word for do-boys  .......lol
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Speaking of RF radiation, A.T.&T. is planning to eliminate all copper wire telephone service in Illinois.

www.channelfutures.com/telephony-uc-collaboration/att-looks-to-discont..  They plan on replacing the copper wire cable with

Zber optic cable, but to what extent??? If the telco runs VoIP (voice over internet protocol) "Zber to the premises", (FTTP), then that

is a good thing, as that will help prevent 5G antennas from popping up everywhere. So if one does not have IP/phone mobility

needs, then stationery FTTP should be the way to go for EMF RF safety.  FTTP is now permeating much of the globe today,

including many Third World countries: wikizero.com/.../Fiber_to_the_premises_by_country  

But not only that, Zber optic is much higher speed and more safe and reliable than VoIP RF. And what would happen if the Earth's

5g and other telecom satellites became compromised by an asteroid shower or space war; think Trump's Space Force.

www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/2046035/trump-signs-..   ~~~  

www.allinallspace.com/here-are-all-the-satellites-orbiting-the-earth-i..   It's just a matter of time when the rest of the country (U.S.)

will be total FTTP, so again, if you have the choice and don't require mobility, then go for the FTTP when it comes to your area.

www.cableorganizer.com/learning-center/articles/Zber-optics-tutorial/..
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mrrobb, all of the new cars have wireless communication modules for controlling everything electronic in the car. Most of the

buttons on the steering wheel are wireless. This was done to cut down on the amount of wiring. It allows them more freedom in

laying out the interior and ergonomics. It also reduces the curb weight. The only wires are power wires for the communications

modules and the hard wiring for the electronics themselves. It's never going to change. You can go purchase an old car and restore

it if you want to get away from this. The future of this technology is really going to freak you out.

The 5G networks are going to monitor all cars on the road and be able to actually slow the cars down or even stop them to prevent

an oncoming accident. Everything will be AI. The goal for this is by 2040. If you are freaking out over the EMF's today you need to

start preparing for the future. I'm being serious. I don't like it I'm not one of those that believes this is making anyone sick. I just

don't like being tracked 24/7. When everything is connected it opens the door for hackers. It's already been done. A couple of years

ago it was proven that a hacker could hack into a vehicle's PCM through the vehicles XM Satellite antenna. A lot of cars now have

electronic steering and autonomous braking.

Some have autonomous steering or at least steering assist. My 2021 Kia has all of the above. Step up to a Tesla-S and you can get

autonomous driving. Any of these vehicles with an active XM Satellite stereo subscription can be hacked. They took a newer Jeep

Grand Cherokee with the above luxury options and hacked into the PCM while it was being driven. Then they made the vehicle

steer/accelerate/stop. VERY SCARY!! While I enjoy my electronics and luxury automotive electronics, I'm seriously considering

going back to the old cars and killing all of my electronic devices.
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Don't let bitterness & half-truths, half-associations rob you, Rob.  You can Znd the truth if you want it, & it frees even as it exposes

every false minister of Satan, including those naming the name of Christ, & every sin of our own keeping us from being able to

stand in the presence of God in eternity, too.  Many just don't want THAT much light (the rest of John chapter 3, King James Bible),

it will all be manifested in that light in the end though....and we know it instinctively as we long for justice, & to see

vengeance...while tending to wink at our own sins deserving of judgment, requiring forgiveness & the atonement only Christ could

work, then offer freely to whosoever will receive it.  

Straight.  Not wrapped in seductive lies, exploitive (God needs nothing from us, complete & perfect in the Godhead: holy, holy,

holy), & never impure.  Vengeance is the Lord's, and it is coming.  The birthpangs & beginning of sorrows are all around us warning

for those with eyes to see, & ears to hear.   You will not Znd the inZnite within, or light.  Only increasingly the great darkness & lack

such as that woman they called 'Mother Teresa' testiZed to.  That lie is why the world is growing ever darker, but Christ has

overcome the world.
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mrrob     With some training and education under my belt regarding electro smog remediation, I'm Zrmly in your camp regarding the

health threat caused by wireless. 3-10% of the population are noticeably impaired to severely marginalized by the effects of

wireless. Dr. Mercola has written about this. However I don't have any data yet on automotive wireless. Nearly two years ago this

group declared a win against the FCC and the telecoms and for a brief moment I thought they might be able to compel some

accountability, hold the line or at least slow down the advancement of 5G rollout. But in the end it was a trillion dollar card trick

that merely pushed regulation back to the states.       http://irregulators.org/
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OK.....for all doubters and non-understandable folks....  this is what  is going on under your noses...now I will post this  and its up

to you to click and search inside this site..and there are thousands of subjects within this site to absolutely "blow your minds"  and

this is and has been going on worldwide for years..... o0pen and carefully use the search area..  example type in this sites search

 "graphene"    or "5G" or directed energy weapons or "weapons"        https://dsiac.org/   https://www.defense.gov/

 https://dodiac.dtic.mil/   NamNjim....I am well aware  of all the Sh!t in cars  .90% is NOT needed..a car is TRANSPORTATION...from

point A to point B...PERIOD!!!! all the Extra b bullsh!t is NOT Needed !!  People are so bent on 'convince'.and 'easy-2-do'  and

'automatic'..or 'don't have to be bothered by'.. Although an electric starter is nice .... and a basic heater ....but automatic windows ?

 electric seats?  18 speaker radio?  on and on...extra GARBAGE is NOT needed..and 99% the safety crap is NOT needed... Learn

How to drive!!!!!!!!  and THINK!!!! fundmentalist..... Mother Teresa  was   a useless lying, child molesting ,selling of children  sweaty

old sow.. and this god line is just more smoke n mirrors to distract the mindless people away from thinking logical ideas.. More of

why millions 'cant see the forest for the trees'.
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mrrobb, I'm with you man. While I enjoy my luxury SUV I'm not a fan of the electronic intrusion of my driving. I wasn't blowing

smoke up your @ss. I seriously plan to go back to an older technology that our modern 5G can't hack.
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"jNj", " I seriously plan to go back to an older technology that our modern 5G can't hack." Perhaps these three publications may be

of help; www.lowtechmagazine.com    ~~~  www.notechmagazine.com  ~~~ www.youroldtimebookstore.com , formerly Lindsey

Publications
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Under the heading We Must Treat COVID Early, and in addition to FLCCC's (and Dr. Mercola's) recommended protocols, I wonder if it also

makes sense to supplement with other nutritional - herbal substances that assist in strengthening Innate Immunity?  A few examples I

have in mind:  medicinal mushrooms (such as Reishi, Lion's Mane, Turkey Tail, etc.) - to boost Beta Glucan levels in the body ; echinacea /

goldenseal at early signs of possible viral illness ; gargling with warm salt water OR dilute Hydrogen Peroxide (at 1.5 % Znal

concentration) as a potential Viru-Cide at early signs of illness, or as general health maintenance ? ; neti potting (nasal rinses) at least

once per day ; regular intake of B-vitamins (the whole spectrum) to keep the body's stores consistently supplied ; the best sleep that a

person can manage (as regular as one can do it) to assist the immune system's general readiness.  In other words, do any of these

recommendations / ideas  help, as worthy additions to those mentioned in the article above?  Any ideas I missed, which would also be

good to "keep up on" (i.e., regularly maintain, or speciZcally boost - if concerned about a potential viral challenge in the short run)?
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Absolutely, follow traditional methods. Dr Mercola's nebulizer demonstration is here, this gets to the upper respiratory track better

then neti. - Dr. Mercola describes how to use hydrogen peroxide in a nebulizer for therapeutic beneZts -

www.bitchute.com/.../vmQ3QQtKszne  - and then read Forbidden Healing's link yesterday or ask him for his link and how to do his

high dose vit C.
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Lotsa MDs out there still say, for example: "cancer has nothing to do with nutrition" , so they think the same abut a "viral illness".

They're in the trance of technology.
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DAVID48: your ideas  are very good and O do ALOT of them.

I also add injesting straight into the mouth Oil Of Oregano at the Zrst sign of a cold or virus OR when I’ve been exposed to a jabbed

person.
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RUBBISH, Frankenstein and deadly crap mRNA gene therapy.  Does NOTHING but harm.  These guys should be arrested, jailed, and

executed for this.   Revealed today that Faucteeth et al., proZted highly from this.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/15/2022 1:48:25 AM
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Falsey has been proZting since 1980 - over 40 years

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/15/2022 3:00:15 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its not just Fauci, it is the DOD and DARPA. Please read the substack link I posted under Gui, somewhere above.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/15/2022 10:41:28 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most deZnitely!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/15/2022 11:10:17 PM
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

babylonbee.com/news/scotus-sets-dangerous-precedent-of-letting-the-ame..
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bgraceg
Joined On 3/30/2013 10:10:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is poignantly hilarious. Totally true in my circle of family/friends/acquaintances..only sick ones are the jabbed but they

exclaim that its the opposite, even though they don't know anyone personally unjabbed who'se gotten sick. Not that it can't happen,

but if you're following protocols either you don't get it or its super mild.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why Fauci is still a free man bewilders me.  He was shown to be homicidal maniac without a trace of compassion following the 1980s

AZT fraud and scandal, but this wiley weasle cultivated the right "friends" and his maniacal ambissions only soared.  I pray that this mass

murderer is bought to justice very soon.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He’s probably a Jesuit, and according to Dr. Robert Malone…good friends with the Pope. Enough said…
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course he's a Jesuit.  Anyone completing a course of instruction under them is counted as such in their own written statements.

 Georgetown is Jesuit.... & they learned at the knee of Sun Tzu, and any other master of Craft they could draw into their system

openly or clandestinely.  Their M.O. is inZltration, taking and 'transformation'....killing what resists the 'transformation'.   Robert

Malone was also boasting of his Vatican visit.  

Wise as serpents, harmless as doves, we must walk in the light & separated, pilgrims through this mess on our way to a far &

better country, and subject to an inZnitely superior King.  We carry the sword on his order: and lawfully, to be used only for

self-defense & the defense of the defenseless....not as crusaders or for empire & kingdom-building here in this dying with the

builders who've rejected the chief cornerstone.  The builders of the spirit and systems of antichrist: tyrannies...those layered

hierarchies full of deceit and treachery and dead men's bones.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@fundamentalassumptions - well said. Dr. Robert Malone is probably one of them too. Don’t trust him a bit. The simple fact that he

would be meeting with the Pope pretty much says it all, and the fact that he was proud of that interaction reveals much. I saw

video footage once of Billy Graham bowing down and kissing the Pope’s ring and instantly knew what most people never Zgured

out about Billy Graham. No true follower of Jesus would ever bow down and kiss the ring of that blasphemer. I would rather die!
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hopkinsc328gmail.com
Joined On 11/13/2021 7:32:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why did the death from Vaers go down?  it was over 19000.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

USA Zgures or international Zgures / statistics - the international stats are always greater
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@hopkins Similar happened with Yellow Card reporting UK, It was above 1800, then a week or so later it was 1700 and something.

At one point in 2021 UK vac deaths were 90 in a week, more than covid.  I think it is being deliberately held below 2k because the

data is so publicly accessible, but I have seen Once for National Statistics reporting exceeding a total of 30k deaths since

December 2020.  God knows what the EU (Eudravigilance) fatality rate is now as it was 'buried' some months ago when it exceeded

20k.  The overall Europe rate would be nearly twice that. Horrendous  and not a peep from the media.  It would be enlightening if

anyone has updates Zgures on these.
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to Jessica Rose's tracking of the system, they have "Deleted adverse event reports involving COVID jab injuries."
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The embedded video is from early December, its over 21,000 now.  Here's a link to openvaers: https://openvaers.com/  - they take

VAERS data and make it much easier to access. (Earlier typo? was rushing to make morning coffee.)
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ThommyTwoHeads
Joined On 2/4/2021 10:42:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Correlation does not equal causation, But…” Every time I hear or see this antilogic  oxymoron out of  our brilliant Analyst’s minds, my 4

eyeballs pop out of their  sockets… Contrary to Fauxi-Gates Genocide Science that Creates Correlations  (Deadly Quaxine, Mask, Bogus

Test… Assaults & Batteries - Domestic Terrorism)  that are most likely to cause a pre-expected  Global Depopulation & Proximately

Correlated Great Preset… The Only Valid ‘No ProZt No Harm’ Science is presented  with a unique Problem (Disease…) and the Analyst

Ants spread out to Znd every  feasible Correlation within the known Problem Environment, each of which is run thru several formulas to

determine Probable Proximate Correlation aka Probable  Cause vs Coincidence. I’m experiencing acute  dissonance our Legal advocates

aren’t getting that every Adverse Effect Documented in a Safety or Marketing Study  by Big Quaxine and-or their govt Finance Design

Marketing & Distribution Arms is a prima facie CertiZed Confession: All of these Effects are Highly Probable Proximately Quaxine Caused,

and assuming Uniformity, that every Dose contains all  the Ingredients needed to ‘Cause’ Every Effect…
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ThommyTwoHeads
Joined On 2/4/2021 10:42:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The VAERS anti-Health System conZrms this Proximate Probable Cause Dose-Doe  by allowing exclusion parameters to be entered

for Every Serious Effect Allowed  which programmatically say: Because we say so, No Deaths can be Proximately Caused by this

Quaxine unless they occur X Weeks after a complete Dose, possibly  months after the initial stab or booster rape. The malus

operandi I can see is they’re  Diktating out those periods where the most proliZc easily proved Proximate Causes  occur and any

 hat slip that barricade can be misdiagnosed as  Zctional neurological  disorder [fnd] where the victim is remanded to the Bedlam

Psycho division for  Delusional Mental Delusion treatments, after which any memory of a justiZable Cause of Action would have no

credibility and would likely be the proximate cause of  a Do Not Resuscitate, Full Brainectomy, complete with a Moronic Omicron

diagnosis, and requisite dead or alive Respirator Time to assure super bonus proZt for the Genocide Mongers, and a Bold Check in
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the Non-Quaxinated box to assure Narrative Continuity.  Leave this argument killing Coincidence Clause out  - for more Endangered

Human Species Wins! TTH
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Saffy123
Joined On 2/25/2018 7:58:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks again, Dr. Mercola & everyone who comments on here.  I need a place to go for some sanity in all of this & that's why I always read

Dr. M's articles & the comments section each day. My family thinks that I'm crazy because I don't believe everything that Dr. Fauci, the

MSM, the president, etc. says about this disease & the "vaccines" (they do).  I use Dr. Mercola's recommendations & so far, so good.  I

really appreciate everyone on here very much!
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM
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Steve Kirsch is VERY good, IMO.  stevekirsch.substack.com
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bgraceg
Joined On 3/30/2013 10:10:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Imagine you're an entity given carte blanche with your new product. Everyone mandated to use it, you can't be sued and even your critics

are punished severely. What could go possibly go wrong? This is a great question to ask your ''normies.''
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zark42
Joined On 8/23/2021 2:58:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the best Covid article I've read. Now that we know that Ivermectin was a great medicine for Sars according to Dr. Fauci (spoken in

2005), Will anything cahge.?
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Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM
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(Not that it matters, but) my recommendations are:  stevekirsch.substack.com  WestonAPrice.org leohohmann.com (and by the

way, all three use https). Not meant to belittle Dr. Mercola at all!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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The USA doesn't back meds that the patent has expired. No money to make on something that cost 10 cents a pill and has no side

effects.
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TheTotalTruth
Joined On 8/5/2021 1:22:36 AM
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Herbalist Stephen Harrod Buhner posted articles on his site regarding treating COVID-19. The best "herb" is Cordyceps mushroom which

helps control the inmammatory cytokines and stops the cytokine storm which can occur in susceptible people. It also promotes

maturation of lung cells and enhances oxygen uptake. It alone, providing that you can Znd a quality product with high beta glucan

content, will treat many of the problems caused by COVID-19. SHB does also recommend various other things for speciZc effects,

including the same lumbrokinase, serrapeptase and nattokinase for clotting. Another effect treatment is Glutathione, preferably

Acetyl-L-Glutathione for it's increased bioavailability. This is the bodies master antioxidant and is lower in older people because of the

increased detox requirement and inmammatory provoking LipoPolySaccharides caused by the Increased Digestive Permeability which

creates the risk. www.stephenharrodbuhner.com/articles
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ZTFZTF
Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM
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Thank you for sharing this link!  I am also a fan of Buhner, though hadn't heard of his recommending Cordyceps until your post.

 Just an fyi, in case it's helpful, Paul Stamet's Host Defense product 'Breathe' (tincture) includes a mixture of equal parts

Cordyceps, Reishi and Chaga.  I've used his mushroom extracts for years and can attest that they are organic and very high quality.
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Eat what God gives us in Nature and you should not have to worry about all those words that I can't even pronounce. It is the only

way to super-charge the immune system so that if you do get sick the body easily overcomes it. Man's poisonous garbage kills you

slowly. I've been doing that for years and am living proof of what I say. Almost 68 years old, no chronic conditions, no aches or

pains. April2020 I got the "mu". In bed for 3 days, then I was Zne.
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Balticscot
Joined On 9/5/2021 5:01:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lemming : a person who, unthinkingly joins a mass movement ,especially a headlong rush to destruction.  This is lemmingism at its

Znest and I only hope they don't take us all down.  The perfect example is my landsman with his leg amputated and still promoting the

poison " for the greater good of all".
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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One more thing to add to the list of "lackings" is the lack of a MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheet). ALL pharmaceuticals, including

vaccines are REQUIRED by law to contain an MSDS. The MSDS sheet list all the ingredients/chemicals and their potential hazards. Not

having an MSDS on any given chemical/pharmaceutical is an OSHA violation. In a medical setting it is unheard of to not have an MSDS

sheet. We continue to talk about these jabs and call them vaccines. They are mRNA therapeutics. One of the ingredients in these jabs is

Polyethylene-Glycol (PEG). That's basically PLASTIC. It is a petroleum-based product.

It is  Miralax. If you read the label on Miralax, PEG is the only ingredient. It's supposedly safe to ingest because it can't be absorbed

through the intestine. So, if it can't be absorbed through the intestine, how does your body expose of it? If you are getting boosted every 4

to 6 months where does it go? How much PEG can your body take before something major happens like kidney failure?? Anyone

contemplating getting this jab should consider the fact that you can't even get an MSDS on the chemical they want to inject into you. You

have no clue what is in this jab. PEG is just one of the ingredients that could harm you.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This whole plandemic is a Pandemic of Stupidity
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pandemic of incompetence.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Come on America, let's give Vaccines and particularly Vaccine Passports the old Metric System treatment! You can do it, or NOT do it, I

should say! It is much easier to NOT do something than it is to have to DO something, a wise spiritual teacher once said. So simply DON'T

do it, it's easy! Before you click on that button for your Vax Card or before you get Jabbed (Again!) just do something FUN instead! Your

grandmother is probably already dead! So you might as well throw away your masks and have an orgy, for the love of God!
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AndymAndym
Joined On 4/26/2016 7:07:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are we still echoing the lies about effectiveness rates? The jabs were never designed to stop infection/transmission, and they were

never proven to do so. The studies that show even the abysmal 1% encacy were grossly manipulated—anyone in the test group (got the

jab and not the “placebo”) who got sick within the jab period (from Zrst jab through two weeks after the second) was either eliminated

from the trial, or their sickness was attributed to jab side effects and not vaccine failure. Thousands of test subjects got sick within this

period and not one was counted as a Covid case.

EFFICACY, by the way, relates to how a drug performs in trials, where there is a select group of trial participants. In the case of the Covid

jab, this group was limited to HEALTHY YOUNG people. So encacy in this case is how the drug performed within this select group.

EFFECTIVENESS, on the other hand, is real-world performance. These two words are often erroneously used interchangeably; they are

pseudo-synonyms which help obfuscate the statistics.

Any drug will be less EFFECTIVE the longer the trial is, because exposure to an ambient virus increases with time. When they talk about

waning EFFECTIVENESS, it means nothing more than that—if nobody gets Covid on the day after the jab, they can say that it is 100%

effective. As exposure increases, you get “waning effectiveness.” This has no earnest bearing on the drug’s actual performance. The

Covid jabs were NEVER designed to be effective as vaccines.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The absolutely most informative and inspiring video you can watch on the creation of a deadly bio-weapon that was then labeled a

life-saving vaccine:  A must watch! Dr. David Martin speech at a recent Weston A. Price Conference:

odysee.com/@TruthVault:0/Dr-David-When-Nature-Is-Conscripted-To-Harm:7
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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More from MyMountain

https://s2marts.org/
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr Mercola for another excellent article.  I am still perplexed however, why in almost all cases, both in mainstream media and

alternative media the relative risk factor is quoted.  In this article you Zrst show how the absolute risk can be vastly different from the

relative:

"A number of papers have been published calculating the absolute risk reduction of the shots, showing the four available COVID jabs in

the U.S. provide an absolute risk reduction between just 0.7% and 1.3%."

But further on the relative risk is quoted:

"Early on, the double-jabbed appeared to have decent protection, but that quickly changed. The PZzer jab went from 92% effectiveness at

Day 15 through 30, to 47% at Day 121 through 180, and zero from Day 201 onward. The Moderna shot had a similar trajectory, being

estimated at 59% from Day 181 onward."

Why this inconsistency?  Surely, if risk factors are quoted, should they not always be presented to the public as absolute risk, or at least

both as relative and absolute?

I feel that many, many people who were convinced to take the jabs would at least have had second thoughts before having them if they

knew the absolute risk reduction these killer shots are likely to confer.
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have passed on a fair bit of what I read on this site to my partner. So far he's convinced to remain unvaxxed and has obtained a fake vax

passport on his phone to get into the local pub, as required in Australia. It looks exactly like the real thing. The bar attendant laughed at

him recently when he showed it and said, "You're not vaccinated". He swore that he was, and she did serve him. Sounds like someone

dobbed him in to her. He is a subcontractor so isn't forced to get jabbed by an employer. So, so far he's happy to continue as is.

If he changes his mind and wants to get jabbed to travel for a death in the family or whatever, I hate to think what would happen to our

relationship, because I would have a meltdown!

I want to keep him up to date with the horriZc reactions I see in videos posted here, but he's not interested to the extent I am, and once

told me to shut up about the vaccines and Covid. :(

I wonder how other peoples' relationships are handling the situation, where one refuses to take the advice from their antivax partner.

Have many lied to friends and family saying they've had the jabs when they haven't?  My partner has lied to his mother who's interstate,

saying he's jabbed. She texted me yesterday saying I hoped you've had your vaccines. Her husband has Parkinson's and can't travel, so

she wants us to my interstate every Xmas (she's paying). We went in 2020 when vax passports weren't required, but last year when my

partner said he's not coming (vax passports came in), she got angry. His explanation of possible lockdowns again and quarantine got us

out of it.

We've been told there'll be no more lockdowns, but vax passports most likely will continue for some time. The mother-in-law situation

could be a problem.
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM
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A top Israeli immunologist has gone on the record in a candid message to that country’s Ministry of Health: it’s time to call out what a

growing number of experts inherently already know—the complete eradication of the SARS-CoV-2 pathogen via mass vaccination has

failed in Israel. "With booster after booster planned now, what else would the outcome be with an ever-mutating pathogen?", goes the

logic of Ehud Qimron who leads Tel Aviv University’s Department of Microbiology.
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gardenbear , very sorry to hear about the loss of your husband. It’s very brave of you and kind to share this story with others.
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tilapiagirl
Joined On 10/7/2015 5:09:13 AM
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swprs.org   article.... How the CDC fooled the world .
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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swprs.org   article.... How the CDC fooled the world . Well, Well..From MyMountain here is a bit of a resarchable info area that willl keep

ya wondering for a long while..and whats is interesting is it is what really going on.. OK.....for all doubters and non-understandable

folks....  this is what  is going on under your noses...now I will post this  and its up to you to click and search inside this site..and there are

thousands of subjects within this site to absolutely "blow your minds"  and this is and has been going on worldwide for years..... o0pen

and carefully use the search area..  example type in this sites search  "graphene"    or "5G" or directed energy weapons or "weapons"

https://dsiac.org/   https://www.defense.gov/   https://dodiac.dtic.mil/
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Mykael_Russkkie
Joined On 5/9/2017 2:36:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This keeps going ...it will never stop we can complain  but......nobody can stop the government and  the big pharmaceutical

companies....They kill people , we live in a prison world .
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually, our thoughts determine the reality we experience. This is not just new-age bs as the trolls like to call it. It was proven in an

experiment involving 11,000 people, so try to be positive.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola..... where would we be without you..?  Thank you ever so much !!
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM
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The only thing that is a silver lining to this genocide is that a lot of the victims are not innocents as in the history of mankind before. Of

course, this pertains only to the adult “victims”. The vast majority of them have the same mindset as the perpetrators, greed and looking

for someone else to save them. They want to be served instead of to serve. Big mistake. Most people choose to be perpetrators, instead

of creators. Just as Jidduh Krishnamurti said most people live meaningless existences and are searching for a savior. Correctly, he

observed there is no outside salvation. The salvation comes from within.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, and he repented of that before he died.  Disconnected himself from the workers of Craft, his teachers, as being false....but

yet still rejected whole truth without blinders which brings eternal freedom indeed and salvation, ultimately to the healing &

reuniZcation of the whole body, soul and spirit.  He died in darkness, despair, and without hope.  Like Voltaire.  The Popes & 'little

god' priests, and every other self-deceiving and deceived believing that old, old and unoriginal lie of Satan:  ye shall be as gods.  

When it fails them in their own strength, they try to compel others to unite to them & their use blindly & deceitfully, by hook or by

crook, by sorceries like pharma and digital pharma technologists & cronies, the singularity....  

God warns & it's not his will that any should perish,  but his patience comes to an end, & then he mocks such as Psalm 2, Psalm 82,

and Jesus to those Sadduccees & Pharisees & leaders who'd willfully swallowed that 'pill' of ascension and superiority by Craft &

self-will.  In effect, he says to them: okay, have it your way.   It will not stand in the Judgment.  And because of truth & conscience

they are without excuse, & will be speechless on that Day when all things hidden are made manifest.  Best to come to the light writ

of in John 1, 3 & 8 KJB beforehand, & to get forgiveness & covering atonement, the sure promise of divine transformation at the

resurrection & eternal life before it's too late after the 1st death & with only the 2nd and eternal conscious death in corruption to

look forward to.
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Vladimira
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Jidduh Krishnamurti repented? What is your source? The hearsay by followers of a guru he called “a criminal” claimed that he

rejected his teachings on his death bed. Obvious conmict of interest. Why would you trust them? They were not at his death bed. I

see you fell victim to the lies. I hope you are not confusing UG Krishnamurti with Jidduh Krishnamurti. Two different people. You

claim that God does not want anyone to perish, but yet they do, many innocents too.
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My heartfelt condolences to you, Gardenbear and Susan for your loss. Even though we have several vaccine injured children in our

extended family almost everyone lined up to get the newest. My 37yr daughter has spent her life w migraines, seizures, bowel damage,

thyroid trouble etc.....all related to this intentional design to eliminate us. Prayers and love to all you brave warriors.
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SantaFe505
Joined On 4/6/2021 4:25:07 PM
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Have you noticed that many of the jabbed seem to have diminished mental capacity? Not engaging well in conversations, dull intellect, or

repeating the same thing over? I can attest 1st hand that being around v@xxed is risky as I got pretty sick but am on the mend, using all

the listed protocols below , plus MMS.  There are a list of LOT numbers breaking down the severity of certain batches, in addition to 1 or 2

previously unknown LOT numbers that were kept secret. You can look them up on brighteon , or naturalnews on one of the video's and

know if you received one of the really bad ones, or not.

Either way, this alone proves that PZzer and the others wanted to see how much it would take to kill a person, and conceal this

information from the public which is premeditated murder.  According to the Expos'e,: https://dailyexpose.uk/  The immune system will be

completely disabled in the UK within another 2 weeks time, In short, oncial UK Government data strongly suggests that the Covid-19

vaccinated population are developing some new form of Covid-19 vaccine induced acquired immunodeZciency syndrome. AIDS
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Like I said in my post below, my niece is different since she got the booster
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh yes it may be neurological stuff that is the most pervasive. I have a massage client who is elderly but he has always been sharp

as a tack. He did the Zrst two doses of vaccine in the spring and seemed to be okay. He just came in this week after getting his

booster and he seemed so mentally out of it, not just a bad mood or feeling tired. He came into the massage room with a big

winter coat on and he kept trying to hang it up on a Theracane which was in the corner of the room and he kept saying, "What kind

of a coat rack is this!" Even when the coat kept sliding off and it was evident it wasn't a coat rack and I told him to just give me his

coat he must have tried to shove it on there about 10 times!
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Sadly, the vaxxed will likely wander around for years, unable to function and wishing they were dead. One source said it will take

5-10 years and another said 5-7 years for HIV to turn into AIDS and kill them. The world is gonna change BIG TIME. Prepare

yourself with food, water puriZcation ability, a butane stove and cases of fuel so you can boil water and anything else you can think

of!
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I haven't noticed any change in vaxxed people.
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Our little circle observing the same Zrsthand around us in the vaccinated.  Elderly neighbor dying suddenly.  A grandfather.  An uncle.

 Increase in chronic conditions across the board in the jabbed.   Milder covid in those in close proximity...though that muctuates w/ stress

and attending co-morbidities. The deaths were all with co-morbidities & plausibly deniable, coded to other causes....may God sort it all

aright & give each unrepentant & hypocritically handling truth without excuse party in this mess their just reward.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can attest Zrst hand to this dynamic.  Was infected by triple jabbed spouse.  I had much milder symptoms for a total of 5 days.

 He was sick and sicker for two weeks approx.
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Sminkly
Joined On 5/5/2020 4:41:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so glad I saved all your wonderful so helpful letters for many years ever since I Zrst joined you. I did my cancer surgery like advised

,my Doc chief Oncologist said on 2day after surgery you made a believer outbox me

🤣 🤣 🤣

.Did my Dad at 90 also with good advise all

at hospital, been mabbergasted how he was  compared to much younger once top Zt in days. BIG THANK YOU DR.MERCOLA  you make

my day every day will be 85 in April need no medicine, have all my teeth, no hearing aide

🤣 🤣 🤣 🤣
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Haha Governor Baker wants to make it easier for international doctors to transfer their licenses to Boston hospitals and come to work,

because so many people left because of forced vaccination policies. Imagine if the international workers showed up and didn't want to

get vaccinated, what folly! And now they have the National Guard deployed to change bedpans, I wonder how they feel about that! Why

don't they just stand outside the hospital and shoot people in the head, whether they have Covid or not, it would save so much time and

money! www.bostonglobe.com/2022/01/14/nation/baker-administration-issues-new-..
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downbythesea
Joined On 8/31/2007 12:30:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is the National Guard really on bedpan duty?  How heinous.  Here in Canada the "news" reporters keep their stories going of how

the hospitals are over run with covid, staff are burning out from all the "cases".  Staff shortages... not a peep about the reason for

the shortages being that many nurses quit rather than getting the kill shot.  If some very brilliant tech person could Znd a way to

black out all the News Hours on mainstream media, there might be a better chance of people seeking out and researching the

truth.  It's incremental and intentional. Because suddenly after two years, the Fed. Govt. says all truckers (yes, now it's truckers)

coming into, or returning to, Canada have to be vaxxed.  So now it's the supply chains that they are the next target (that's what I

mean by incremental).
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As the Nasties did during the Nazi regime in Germany, keeping an almost exact record of the travesties they perpetrated upon their own

people, the likes of PZzer  have done, but they do not want the papers to be released for 50 years!!!!  If what is going on were not so tragic

one could laugh at their utter idiocies, laugh at their faith in their ability to fool ALL people with their lies and their media disseminated

propaganda; dangerous, but utterly pathetic. The truth, all of it, will out into the light. Bless the McCullough and Mercola's' of the planet!!
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Beu3743
Joined On 11/1/2016 12:55:28 PM
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Culling Through Murder
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a war for power and the "realities" that will hold and yield it.  The American Revolution was fought between two realities - "The

Powers That Be" vs "The individual."   The British were defeated on the physical battleZeld in 1783, but the war being fought on the

battleZeld of "ideas" wages on.   The American Constitution; a constitutional republic, limited government, and individual liberties and

freedoms - these are ideals forth Zghting for. "If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a hundred battles.

 If you know yourself but no the enemy, for every victory gained you will also suffer a defeat. If you know neither the enemy nor yourself,

you will succumb in every battle."  Sun Tzu
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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Sun Tzu was NOT a champion of individual liberty for all: he was an elite of the Craft believing that might & cunning make right,

and the individual be damned unless it was himself & those elites he united himself to & served as a crony.  The individuality &

rights of those 'serfs' and 'coolies' were far, far beneath the notice of his and the Dragon peoples' classes.  America would never,

ever, in a million years have had the late addition of the individual Bill of Rights protections for ALL, and not just the elite & most

cunning, if Sun Tzu had had anything to do with it.  

His Western counterpart was Macchiavelli....or at least that 'Prince' & *** son of a 'godman' Pope which he held up as an equal

model to be held up, venerated and followed.  Antichrist to the nth degree.  Unfaithful.  Untrustworthy.  And tyrannical via covert &

evil, dishonest means.  Ruthless & without mercy....undoubtedly to be judged of God as he judged others at the gates of eternity

which he will NOT enter on the right side.

We can thank such for the undermining, disarmament and revisionist gutting of that Bill of Rights & the Constitution they

headed....with the attendant rot, treachery, demoralization, dumbing down, judgement, destruction, ruin & tyranny we are seeing

today.  Reject the latest version of the lies of Rome, along with the cup of Borgia & the dagger to the back coming of the folly of

unwise union & trust.
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Fuzzymike
Joined On 11/12/2008 12:07:40 AM
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A severe inditement of the use of the Covid mRNA jabs. Will litigation follow at some point?
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Joined On 12/25/2007 12:55:05 PM
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Probably so but guess who will be to blame for all of this?  You guessed it, Donald J. Trump.  Is that why they are just now starting

to admit that the way they have been reporting cases of covid was wrong.  But we don't hear who is to blame.  Could it be that they

are now pushing this new narrative because they have to resurrect the current Administrations' poor ratings with, "we were relying

on the science".  We are NOT to blame. So, Biden's death counts are not as bad as we thought and not worse as we've been told in

comparison to Trump's virus death numbers.  In that case, they will tell us, he really has been even more successful at controlling

the virus than Trump has been.  See, he's not at all bad a President as we've been led to believe.  Did you all get that?
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TonyRyan
Joined On 2/7/2010 10:51:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If those policng the jab mandate are also jabbed, they should commence dying later this year, with almost all dead within four years,

which should reduce the pressure to hunt down the gloriously unvaccinated. Unfortunately, the Australian Government has anticipated

this and has invited certain ruthless soldiers and police to enter Australia and take on the job of executions, rendered immune from

prosecution, including for rape, assault and murder. As we are denied weapons of defense, we may need to develop skills in conZscating

weapons from police and soldiers.
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My Mom washed her nose with very salty water. That was the turning point in her bad case of Covid, just 2 months after getting her 2nd

PZzer shot.  Boil water for at least 3 minutes. Let it cool Zrst (Or just use distilled water). Dissolve a lot of table salt. Then wash your

nasal passages with it. You can use a NETI POT. Why did it work? The highly saline solution stops viral replication in mucus membranes.

So she now uses it as a preventative at the end of the day after spending time with a lot of people.
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sonya2011
Joined On 6/16/2011 3:01:57 PM
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It'll be good to read information on vaccine shedding.  Is it dangerous for unvaxxed to be around or in close relationships with vaxxed?

What are the dangers?
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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yes, the vaccinated are infectious and can infect others but so can the unvaccinated - the virus is airborne and has no boundaries -

your chances of survival are greater with natural immunity through natural infection - FEAR is your greatest ENEMY
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Katy69
Joined On 1/7/2013 12:54:02 PM
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There are a couple of paragraphs on page 25 of Stephanie Seneff’s paper, on the subject of vaccine shedding, which you may Znd

helpful:  “ View of Worse Than the Disease? Reviewing Some Possible Unintended Consequences of the mRNA Vaccines Against

COVID-19” ijvtpr.com/.../51   If you have been vaxxed yourself, you may Znd dandelion leaf extract and vitamin C helpful:

thetruthaboutvaccines.com/research-dandelion-leaf-extract-blocks-spike..   orthomolecular.org/.../v17n24.shtml
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM
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Stanley-Curious on your deZnition of natural immunity through natural infection. What about natural immunity from your own

innate and adaptive immune system. I have no plans to get the jab or get one of the variants if I can help it. I keep my own immune

system in as best shape that I know how. Vit D(level of 50+)/probiotics/B-complex and so far no Covid or jab. I am not totally

immune but I keep my distance and take some precautions like I inhale oil of oregano in each nostril when I am out and about a

few times a day. Seems to work.
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downbythesea
Joined On 8/31/2007 12:30:49 PM
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IS THERE SOME WAY TO SAVE THIS VIDEO OF DR. mC.. BEFORE IT IS TAKEN DOWN ???
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JayD2021
Joined On 2/16/2021 2:52:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, I had Covid in November. I followed the I-MASK+ protocol from FLCCC. I took 500 mg Quercetin in 2 doses and also added NAC 600

mg per day (as you recommend above). I followed it for 2 weeks and after the Zrst week , I had no symptoms other than a waning but

persistent cough. I am Zne now. I would like to point out that in your summary above you have omitted to include Vitamin D. I expect that

this is an oversight, but people should be aware , if they are to rely on your summary.
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Maxwell53
Joined On 3/23/2021 7:53:29 AM
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Does someone have this speech on a different platform?
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jeffsam8493
Joined On 8/15/2011 4:40:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A few months ago, Dr. Mercola posted protocols to signiZcantly reduced the long term effects from the vaccine. Although I’ve subscribed

to his new library, I can’t seem to Znd this article. Does anyone know where to Znd it? Thank you.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM
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Excerpt "James Crugnale-Jan 14, 2022 @10:46 AM Updated: Jan 15, 2022 @12:36 PM-During a conversation on Wednesday with

Australian broadcaster Josh Szeps about the COVID-19 vaccine, Joe Rogan was fact-checked over a claim regarding myocarditis. After

Rogan expressed concern over inmammation of the heart muscle in young boys from the vaccine, Szeps pointed out that contracting

COVID-19 put them at signiZcantly higher risk of myocarditis….Rogan's producer Jamie pulled up an article from New Scientist titled

"Myocarditis Is More Common After COVID-19 Infection Than Vaccination," which reported on a study published by Case Western Reserve

University researchers who compared the risk of heart inmammation arising from mRNA vaccinations versus COVID-19 in teens…

Researchers analysed the records of healthcare organisations that cover a Zfth of the US population. They found that, during the Zrst 12

months of the pandemic, males aged 12 to 17 were most likely to develop myocarditis within three months of catching covid-19, at a rate

of about 450 cases per million infections. This compares with 67 cases of myocarditis per million males of the same age following their

second dose of a PZzer/BioNTech or Moderna vaccine, according to Zgures from the US Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices.

"Yeah, so you're about eight times likelier to get myocarditis from getting COVID than from getting the vaccine," Szeps summarized." Can

someone please conZrm what the real stats are?
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Johman0
Joined On 6/27/2012 1:23:13 AM
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But the rub is,  the risk of them getting Covid-19 is minuscule in the Zrst place, whereas getting the shot is 100% risk of getting

jabbed (that is, giving yourself artiZcial Covid-19). So tiny,tiny risk of exposing yourself to Covid-19 or 100% risk of exposing

yourself to artiZcial COVID-19. So the comparison of myocarditis rates is invalid as getting jabbed gives 100% chance to be

exposed. You’d have to have a symptomatic infection rate (of actual illness) of at least 12% to make it even start to be worth the

risk of the jab. Still wouldn’t risk with all the other injuries you’d be exposing yourself to with the quaxxine.
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Joymartin76
Joined On 12/25/2007 12:55:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another video here worth the time with Dr. Brian Hooker and Dr. Pierre Kory:

manifest.prod.boltdns.net/manifest/v1/hls/v4/clear/6223967412001/d6a92..
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Joymartin76 et.al.: I was denied access to view this. Anyone else Znding they can't open info?
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Joymartin76
Joined On 12/25/2007 12:55:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sorry you couldn't open it but anything that Dr. Mercola puts out on his website concerning the virus is only available there for

48 hours.  Then Dr. Mercola has to remove them.  He is a target of the Deep State, Censorship!!!!!!
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lesleybethune
Joined On 10/3/2015 6:30:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could Dr Mercola please do a post on the Novavax vaccine?  Not mRNA, and about to be approved in Aust and elsewhere.  I heard in a Dr

McCullough video, almost in passing (he was on another tack), say Novavax's technology is much safer, and I have read that elsewhere,

too.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lesley - why do you need to get vaccinated ??
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is not a "vaccine" on the planet that will make you healthy; or improve your health in any way. Sick people are proZtable

people. Healthy people do nothing to increase Big Pharma's bank account!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no vaccine against tyranny. The real pandemic.
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karlspid
Joined On 6/16/2008 5:09:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Valneva ( traditional whole inactivated)  is more able to deal with variants, awaiting UK and EU approval. India submitted their

version to FDA a few months back for use in kids. to answer Stanley, for those at most risk or those mandated who feel the need to

comply
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you can't afford to lose your job, or your career requires international mights, then Novavax is the safest alternative. However, it

still has spike protein. At least your body won't be producing spike protein endlessly. I would request an MSDS sheet that list all the

ingredients and their known hazards.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM
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It's just another spike protein jab that initially causes an immune response they claim is highly effective - same as all those

currently used https://www.novavax.com/  ~  www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/novavax-submits-Znal-data-packages-t..

 Novavax COVID-19 Vaccine (Nuvaxovid, Covovax, NVX-CoV2373) Description

www.precisionvaccinations.com/vaccines/novavax-nuvaxovid-covid-19-vacc..   Safety and Encacy of NVX-CoV2373 Covid-19

Vaccine  www.nejm.org/.../NEJMoa2107659   ModiZed vaccinia virus ankara (MVA) as production platform for vaccines against

inmuenza and other viral respiratory diseases pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/25036462  Matrix-M™ adjuvant enhances immunogenicity

of both protein- and modiZed vaccinia virus Ankara-based inmuenza vaccines in mice www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC5899102

 ~ patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/d3/d5/b7/14b90f0b44b8d0/US7763450...

 ~ patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1..
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM
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Get a job that doesn't force vaccination and/or require mying, or work for yourself. If taking a pay cut is the result, that's better than

risking long term disability or incurable illness.
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Joined On 12/25/2007 12:55:05 PM
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Lesly, please do a lot of research.  Start here:  covid19criticalcare.com  .
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ShirlDiane
Joined On 9/12/2015 12:21:04 PM
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This is off topic, but I was wondering if anyone has access to a list of all of the participating doctors associated with "'America's Frontline

Doctors" ? I came across one recently but can't seem to locate it. Thanks for any help!
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Use DuckDuckGo to search. It's currently the best engine out there.
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vpassenheimhotmail.com
Joined On 8/3/2021 11:57:26 PM
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Eyelashes that make her look like a transvestite.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Worth watching  >>  Dr. Robert O. Young, CPT, MSc., D.Sc., Ph.D., Naturopathic Practitioner      

 rumble.com/vmrqtt-how-to-detox-from-the-vaccine-and-the-lies-of-covid...
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And I saw the dead, small and great, stand before God; and the books were opened: and another book was opened, which is the book of

life: and the dead were judged out of those things which were written in the books, according to their works. But the fearful, and

unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the

lake which burneth with Zre and brimstone: which is the second death. Revelation 20:12,21:8
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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Indeed, & Moses taught us that it is wise to number our days, & to consider their end....but that passage, Ray, is at least 1,007 &

some odd years off yet in the future.  It occurs at the end of the millennium reign of Christ, on the restored earth& from Jerusalem

w/ the restored remnant of the Jews, perfectly ruled w/ both he& David present, for 1,000 years....coming just after the testing trial

of those who go into it in the mesh & ungloriZed, untransformed: in mortal bodies; when Satan will be released again, briemy, for

that purpose of seeing who of that age truly love& believe God& his truth as opposed to Satan, the old Usurper& Accuser's lies.  

The light of that great white throne will have no mitigating bow of mercy encircling it.  This heavens& earth will mee from the face

of the one seated there, & be no more, dissolving, at that time. This judgment of the dead is just preceding the coming of the new

heavens& earth into which no sin, sorrow, or death will ever enter.....when death & Hell will be cast into the Lake of Fire.  The

judgment there of works after an entirely different age of perfect rule, & w/ open interaction between the physical & spiritual, the

gloriZed saints amongst those coming into that age in the mesh.  Many of the things the cults yearn for & Satan lets them have

dreams of idolatrously & corrupted, out of time, will come in that age.

We have a lot of prophetic history to cover before that comes, & it's written we should beware using the scripture illegitimately, as

the rod & sorcery of Jannes& Jambres who withstood Moses & Aaron who came w/ the rod of God's authority & his true, & pure

word rightly divided, rightly applied.  Those who aren't careful may 'destroy' what they believe to be MYSTERY& that great harlot, &

be amongst those deceived saying 'peace& safety' before the Lord's wrath & sudden destruction.  1 Thessalonians 5 ...of their own

free will & despising, careless handling of God's word, presuming.
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for God so loved the Church? the faithful ones only? no -for God so loved the WORLD  HE SENT HIS SON to save it ALLof it. God is

Love HIS POLICY IS GRACE AND MERCY UPON ALL HIS FALLEN CREATION. because all judgement for justice, reconciliation, and

restoration has been satisZed by his Son 's death and resurrection. Salvation is entirely of the Lord nothing of man, angel or

creation. All evil sin and death will be eliminated from being in all creatures and creation . Look! I AM making ALL THINGS new!
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Dr. Mercola: Louis Pasteur admitted on his death bed he was wrong about germ theory. You cannot grow a small genetic segment in a

cell culture and call it a "virus". A "virus" only exists as a set of symptoms INSIDE the body. You are highly educated, but do you not

believe this? The Weston A. Price Foundation thinks Covid is caused by 5G radiation. Dr. Robert O. Young, DsC, MsC, MD, PhD says

"viruses" do not exist outside the body. Using Koch's (or even Rivers') postulates, NOT EVEN ONE VIRUS has ever been isolated, puriZed or

otherwise shown to exist. Am I wrong? WestonAPrice.org DrRobertYoung.com
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